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Columbia
spends six
figures on
Manifest
End of the year arts
festival costs college,
sponsors $150,000
By Jim Jaworski
Assistant Campus News Editor

Manifest, Columbia's end of
the year arts festiva l, is expected to be larger in 2006 than
previous years and is anticipated to bring more exposure to
the school. The budget on this
event, which is in its fifth year,
is $150,000, according to Mark
Kelly, vice president of
Student Affairs.
The money to fund the festival, which runs all day on May
12 at different locations around
campus, comes from various
sources, ranging from student
activity fees to cash and services from sponsors, according
to Kelly. The money is used to
fund all aspects of the event,
from its construction to musical performances.
"I think it is a grand bargain
for what we are doing for stu-

Mike Sendra!The Chronicle

There's no question that the definitions of 'sport' and 'athlete' are changi ng with the times. Once nontraditional activities, like snowboarding, are now so popular that they have become Olympic events. Liz Cockrum, above, rides out the end of a wave on the
waters of Lake Michigan on April 25 in Whiting, Indiana. Local surfers call this part of the beach 'Shooters,' due to the number of
empty shotgun shells found in the area. See the full photo essay on pull-out pages 10 & 11.

Students taking studies overseas

dents as they graduate," Kelly
said.
Much of the budget comes
from student activity fees, a
Administrators say
$60 charge on top of tuition
study
abroad exposes
for full-time students and a .
artists to global views
$30 charge for part-time students. However, not all of the
By Amanda Maurer
money comes from students.
Assistant Campus News Editor
About $20,000 in cash comes
from various sponsors, and
While some students may conanother $20,000 comes in the
sider traveling abroad at some
form of services such as free
point in time, Jessica Drewitz, a
advertisement.
junior art and design major,
Students were involved in
transformed that wish into a
the budgeting, Kelly said,
memorable experience by particwhich was done with the supipating in one of Columbia's
port
of
the
Student
study abroad programs.
Government Association.
During the fall 2005 semester,
Funds were allocated to
Drewitz flew to Italy, traveled
departments based on factors
around the country and lived
such as number of students.
with nine girls in an apartment,
Not all departments receive
all while studying art.
the same amount of funds.
"The more you are exposed to
For example, the Journalism
new cultures [and] different
Department received $3,000
works of art and design, the
while the Fiction Department
more research you do," Drewitz
said. "You find it easier and easr~ceived $2,500. The departments use the money to put on
ier to be more creative. I've
events that showcase thei r
learned to combi ne old theories
with new theories and make a
students.
beauty all its own. It is also
The cash spent on Manifest
always good to know the founcomes from different entities at
dation of art and where it came
Columbia, not only the Office
from."
of Student Affairs. For examDrewitz is among many who
ple, the Office of Institutional
have studied abroad during the
Advancement spent $4 7,000
50 years the college has allowed
this year 's Manifest. The purinternational students to come
pose of the money is to attract
visit the college.
alumni back to Columbia to,
Office
of
Co lumbia's
hopefully, increase donations,
Academic
Initiatives
and
according to Eric Winston,
International Programs guides
interim vice pres ident of
students through the process.
Institutional Advancement.
Gillian Moore, the executive
"Getting the ability to recondirector o f the office, recomnect with the alumni is, quite
mends that students allow as
frankly, going to be a costly
much time as possible before
affai r," Winston said. "There's
any international study trip,
whi ch she sa id is best done durSee Manifest, Page 8

ing junior year. After that, other
college obligations may make it
too difficult.
"You have a lot on your plate
in your final year," Moore said.
Students should be planning
their trip as early as their first
year of college, but traveling for
older students is possible too,
she said.
While most programs last for a
semester, others vary from a few
weeks to a year.
The office offers three types
of international study to
Columbi a students.
The most commonly utilized
programs are available through
the college's departments.
Nearly 80 students participate
each year in various programs,

which include the Art and
Design Department's semester
in Florence, which Drewitz participated in, and the Fiction
Writing Department's summer
in Prague.
Another option allows students to participate in a student
exchange program. These programs tend to be very competitive and on ly a handful of students can switch fo r the semester. Students continue to pay
Columbia 's tuition dur ing an
exchange, although they must
pay for housing at the other univers ity. According to Chri s
the
director
Gre iner,
International Programs, housing
prices depend on the country, but
usually
run
higher
than

Columbia's.
Students may also choose to
go through a provider, which is
an organization that helps
arrange studying abroad programs separate from Columbia.
This choice allows students to
travel on their own. In this case,
students pay the institution they
will attend. The prices of these
trips vary depending on the
location of the school and the
duration of the program. Many
range from a few thousand to
more than $25,000. Around 50
students from Columbia opt for
this choice every year.
But students aren' t the only
ones who can take advantage of
See Abroad, Page 10

i

Jessica Drewitz, right, and one of her study abroad trip roommates , right, pose in front of a vineyard in Tuscany, Italy. Drewitz took part in the Art and Design Department's study abroad program in Florence last fall.
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I've been
everywhere
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By Jeff Da1ma, Editor-in-Chief
o some of my mends from
back home, I live in "the
big, bad city." No matter
how many times I plead with them
to come visit me, they always seem
hesitant about venturing into the
concrete jungle that is Chicag<rand I can't understand why.
Chicago isn't si:ary; it's exciting. It's a place where a simple
walk to the grocery store is an
adventure, a complete sensory
experience. When I moved to the
city from suburban Antioch three
years ago to attend Columbia, I
couldn't wait to explore every
nook and cranny of Chicago. My
strategy was simple: get lost and
find my way home. Often, I'd
venture out on foot and walk mi les
just to see a new neighborhood,
rarely fearing for my safety.
So i:lstead of getting sentimental
in my final column about leaving
Columbia in a few days, I decided
to dedicate this space to we place I
call horne and share my favorite
streets, buildings and haunts. I
might be saying goodbye to this
school, but I'm not saying goodbye
T" the city I love so dearly. Here's a
list of my favorite city spots:
Dearborn Street between Polk
Street and Jackson Boulevard:
From Dearborn Station and
Printers Row on the south and the
Fischer Building and Federal
Plaza on the north, this downtown
stretch practically maps out
Chicago's history in architecture.
It's also one of the few areas of
downtown that hasn't been overrun by chain stores and restaurdnts. with places like Harry 's
sandwich shop and Kasey's tavern
adding to the chann of this historic street.
Drexel Bol!fevard and King
Drive: These streets that cut
through Bronzeville and
Kenwood/Oakland are two of
Chicago's most majestic boule-

T

vards. The gray- and brownstone
mansions that line Drexel and
King date back to the late l 800s
and resemble castles more than
homes. Fortunately, many of these
structures that have deteriorated
over the years are being restored
to their fonner glory.
Western Avenue: A few
months ago I drove up one of
Chicago's longest thoroughfares
from !15th Street to Montrose
Avenue and was amazed to see
that it's almost a continuous strip
of use.! ,;ar dealers-the kind that
look like they're run by middleaged men with comb-overs and
plaid sport coats.
Diners/greasy spoons: These
restaurants might not be as famous
or abundant as Chicago's hot dog
joints, but seeking them out for
breakfast anytime is just as much
of an adventure as finding a holein-the-wall hot dog stand. The best
are the ones open 24 hours. Grab a
window seat at midnight, order
some eggs and coffee and watch
the traffic outside.
Lawrence Avenue a nd
Broadway: Uptown's entertainment center is too often overshadowed by Lakeview's 16 blocks to
the south, but Lakeview doesn't
have one of the best jazz clubs in
the city, The Green Mill; a great
record and book store, Shake,
Rattle and Read; and three of the
most beautiful theaters anywhere,
the Aragon, the Riviera and the
Uptown Theater.
The C hicago Skyway: Rarely
do I have the opportunity to drive
this nearly 8-mile toll road, but
when I do, I'm reminded of the
sheer size of Chicago. The best
part of this drive is near the
lndiana Toll Road where the city
literally ends in a wall of cottages
across the street from a field of
power lines.
Eddy Street between Damen

and Ravenswood avenues: I
came upon this block by chance
while out shooting photos one day,
and I immediateiy fell in love with
it. Both sides of the street are lined
with quaint rowhouses, complete
with slightly disheveled front yards
scattered with children's toys and
other knickknacks. It's exactly
how I imagine urban family life.
T he Chicago Board of Trade
lobby: There is no shortage of
great, luxurious lobbies in downtown office buildings. But this is
by far my favorite, mostly because
it was the first lobby I wandered
through just for fun when a friend
of mine was anxious to show it to
me. Its gold art deco details are
perfectly preserved, giving anyone
who walks through the feeling they
stepped temporarily into 1929.
The CTA el stations on the
West Side Green Line: The
Brown Line stations might be getting all the attention right now
while they are modernized, but it's
the Green Line stations on the way
to Oak Park that will always be
my favorites. These Queen Ann
stations are unlike any other in the
entire el system.
The Columbia Chronicle
office: I couldn't bring myself to
end my final column without getting a little mushy; I had to mention my second home and second
fami ly. For three years I've worked
at this tine newspaper, holding various positions, working with different staff members, and I've loved
every second of it. There might be .
other places in Chicago I like visiting, but since I came to Columbia,
there has been no place I've
enjoyed spending nearly every free
moment more than this office. And
there are no people I've enjoyed
spending more time with than the
members of this staff.

-jdanna@colum.edu

What can Columbia's administration
do to improve next year?
.--·---..,,-;:
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Announcelllents
Asian Arts Exhibit
The Center for Asian Arts and Media w ill host
"Rice, Chopsticks and the Melting Pot: Asian
American Restaurants in Chicago," which will run
from May 8 to 12. Students can visit the free showing
of photographs and documents. There will also be
food at the event, which w ill be held at the James R.
Thompson Center, I00 W. Randolph St. For more
information call Yuchia Chang at (312) 344-8213.

SHOW OFF Portfolio Reviews
On May 9, the Portfolio Cen ter will host two srudent review sessions. NextMedia Radio (WXLC)
will visit from 10 a.rn. to noon, and

Chica~o

Magazine will be present from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. in
room 307 in the Wabash Campus Building, 623 S.
Wabash Ave. For more information call the Portfolio
Center at (312) 344-7280.

Fashion Columbia
On May II there will be two presentations of
Fashion Columbia 2006, the college 's fashion show
that features students' work. The events will be held
under a tent at Wabash Avenue and Harrison Street at
I p.m. and at 7 p.m. General admission costs $60, but
students with an lD pay $35. For more information
call Chris Peak at (312) 344-6280.

Film Club Films
On May 8 at 7 p.m., the Film Club wil, present

Freaks in room 602 of the South Campus Building,
624 S. Michigan Ave. ln the same location and at the
same time, it will show The Killer on May 10 and
Dead Alive on May II. On May 9, it will show
Beyond the Valley of the Dolls in the Hokin Annex in
the Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave.

" The service in the Student Financial
Services office needs to be improved."
- -Camille Caden head, sophomore,
fiction writing

"I'm OK with everything."
- Ma tthew Silva, sophomore, graphic
design

Correction
In The C hronic le's May I issue, a photograph on page 23 should
have been credited to Kelly Bryan.

COLUMBIA CHRONICLE
"They can work on freshman assimilation.
There isn't much guidance. "
- Nick C hirico, freshm an, film and video

"They can lower the tuition."
- Rebecca O'Sullivan, sophomore,
photography

If you have an upcoming event or
announcement, call T he Chronicle's news
desk at (3 12) 344-8964 or e-mail
chronicle@colum.edu.
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Columbia: a year in review
Moving forward after a year of growth, transitions
By Hayley Graham
Campus New s Editor

From a

cil~o,,te

over 'J saarical

cartoon ~0 th~ apr·roval

of • $90

million C?.mvu~ c~ nter. c ._)tumbia's
2005-20(\6 ac~demic year has been
{\Ill of changes.
·
The t etm i n~t;on o f Columbia
graduate and Science fns:i!ute
oart-time
employee
M ark
Phillips ignited controversy
among fa<"u lty in the institute.
Phillips was fired after a midn ight raid of the Science
Institute 's Visualization and
Communication
Laboratory,
where Phillips worked. The raid
revealed that he was one of the
brains behind the satirica: webs ite WackyWarrick.com, which
pokes fun at Columbia president
Warrick L. Carter.
Following the firing of P hillips,
administrators announced that
after 15 years of being a
separate entity of
Columbia, the
S c ie n ce
In st it ute ' s
cUtricufum is
being reunified w ith
Scienc~ and Math
Department's
ticulum.
Offi~ia ls

c urriculum

nect:::san· to ?.void confu.lion •firr ing registra'6on and !o eliminate
o·:e:lapping classes.
Star:i,tg in the fall

S'!mester, all science
and math c)asses will be
unJer the umbrella of the
Science
and
Math

Department, and the Science
Institute wifi remain strictly as a
research entity.
Tite college is also cutting back
on a staple program . Columbia put
one of its celebrations of AfricanAmerican culture on hiatus this
year. f-or the first time in I 5 years
the college wil l not have
DanceAfric&, a'l event featuring
various types of African dance.
O rganizers of the event have not
revea led w hy DanceAfrica is
being put on hold.
The cu t of Dan ceAfrica
comes d uring a time when the
college is having an increase in
o verall minori ty enrollmen t,
whi le the number of A fric anAmerioan st udents and minority faculty at Co lum bia drops.
Columbia president Warrick L. Carter addresses issues of diversity, growth and enrollment at
As the college continues to deal
Columbia's annual State of the College Address in March.
w ith the declining number of
African-American students, the college added 500 new S4,000 to
$5,000 scholarships to the 200
already available lor lowincome students.
The year had
began with the
appointment of
Allen Turner as the
new chair of the board .
of trustees.
Turner 's goals were to
improve communication
between administrators
and students and organize
:he college's first capital
campa ign.
To increase co mmunication among the officials ar.d students, the
board of trustees unani mously voted to have a

See Review, Page 8

File

DanceAfrica had its last performance in Ihe fall before being put on hiatus.

Council passes incomplete grade policy
By Jim Jaworski
Assistant Campus News Editor

File

Columbia graduate Marl< Phillips was fired from his part-time
position in the Science Institute's Visualization and
Communication Laboratory after a midnight raid of the lab
revealed that he was one of the brains behind the satirical
Wacky Warrick website.

Colu mb ia 's Co llege C ouncil
approved a measure on May 5 to
unify all incomplete grading practices under one co llegewide policy in an effort to end potential
con fus ion.
Under the current procedure,
departments have their own policies to handle students who are
unable to complete classes due to
factors such as medical emergencies and personal issues. The new
policy, effective fall semester 2006,
will require the student and instructor to sign a form that states the
requirements that must be met to
tum the incomplete into a passing
grade. The chair of the department
will then have to sign off on the
form in order for the student to
receive a temporary incomplete.
Whether the student is el igible for
an incomplete will remain at the
instructor's discretion.
"It was a problem before," said
Suzanne Blum Malley, chair of the
Academic· Affairs Committee. "It
was inconsistent because there was
no formal po licy in p lace. Every
department had its own rules."
The new policy is an attempt to
unify all departments as well as
avoid potential confusion that may
arise . On some occasions in the

past, students have received failing
grades while claiming they did not
know what they needed to do to
complete the class.
"Some students have said they
didn't know what was expected o f
them," Blum Malley said. " Now
both the student and the instructor
know what 's expected."
The student will have until the
end of the followi ng semester to
complete the work the instructor
requires. Students who do not meet
the requirements will then receive
a failing grade in the class.
"This will eliminate confus ion,"
said Pan Papacosta, a faculty member in the Science and Mathematics
Department. " It often happens that
students don't know they have a
right to request this."
The new policy addresses how
Columbia will handle incompletes
given by adjunct insnuctors who are
not with the school the following
semester. In those situations, the
program coordinator, director, ot
department chair will review the
work and assign the student a grade.
If a student has an internship that
qualifies for college credit and the
external supervisor fails to report a
grade to Columbia by the dead line,
the student will receive a temporary incomplete. The department's
internship coordinator will then be
responsible for obtaining the work

!Tom the external supervisor and
will assign the student a &'lade by
the eighth week of the following
semester.
Blum Malley stressed that not
only the new policy, but incomplete grades all together, are
intended to help students who are
doing well in a class and have an
unexpected emergency.
"This is not intended for students
who are fai ling and j ust want more
time to finish the class," Blum
Malley said.
T he College Counci l also
approved a measure that allows
students to use classes taken for
their minors to also be applied to
core requirements. In some cases.
mostl y with interdisciplinary
minors, a student will take a cour~e
that could apply to both the minor
and general education requirements. The student will be allowed
to apply the credits, a maximum o f
nine, to both requirements.
"That's not a bad tdea:· said
Andrew De!lnison, a sophomore
poetry major who once considered
taking a minor in fict ion writing. "I f
you 're getting the credit (for core
classes,] then you might as well."
Credits from such classes will
not be counted twice under the policy, however, and will not have an
effect on the student's requirement
of 120 hours for graduation.
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Concert

Hall

Events

Monday May 1

Counterpoint Recital

12:30 PM

Musical Theatre Workshop 3

3: 00PM

Vocal Jazz Recital

7 : 30PM

Tuesday May 2

.

Groove Band 1 Recital

12 : 30 PM

Groove Band 2 Recital

3:00PM

Piano Recital

7 :00PM

Wednesday May 3

Musical Theatre Workshop 1
Blues Ensemble Recital
Thursday May 4

I Solisti Della Scali Trio in Concert
I Solisti Della Scali Trio Workshop

CELEBRATE 28 YEARS
OF HAIR TRIGGER!
EVERYBODY ' S INVITED!

~.~.~ ~.!.~!.~,~E 2~::;_
FtettHiftC , • ...,... V,
,,..

,21 SOUTH WABASH
FIA!;f nOOR

~& refr=:ot'IU~butt~rt

IPOmOflt!O ~ THf AcTt0r4 WRrrtNO OIPAA'JM£HT

Columbia

t~

OOLl l t l

GMIOAIO

Jazz Combo Fest

12:30 PM
7 :00PM
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Columbia

COLLEGE

CHICAGO~~

,..Ujfolletecom
~i
bookstore network

Columbia Bookstore
624 S. Michigan· ph:312/427-4860 · efollett.com

*Current market value applies.
See store for deta ils.
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HOW TO WRITE
FOR PROFIT

Join the staff of the award-winning
Columbia Chronicle and build a solid
resume of work. The Chronicle is
seeking the following: Assistant Campus
News Editors, Assistant City News Editors,
Assistant Arts and Entertainment Editors,
Copy Editors, Photographers, Web Designers,
Grap hie Designers and Advertising
Account Representatives.
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COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO
W\~.fest

+etA.,ttA.res: ArtWruk

'

ANTICIPATION, MARCH 18- MAY 20, 2006 I 10:00AM- 5:00PM I RECEPTION 5:00PM- 7:00PM
MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORARY PHOTOGRAPHY600 S. MICHIGAN AVE .. 1ST FL.
In Anticipation, nine international artists and artist teams probe the nature of perception by
emphasizing the powerful allure of anticipation and suspense in their video and still photography.
Rather than concerning themselves with the communication of narrative, these artists are more
interested in our psychological response to t heir work and our experience of the space in which it is
presented. The artworks they create force us to slow down and confront our need tor resolution and
distraction. reminding us that "nothing happening" is an impossible condition.

THIS IS NOT A BOOK, APRIL 28- MAY 19, 2006 I ll:OOAM-7:00PM I RECEPTION 5:00PM- 7:00PM
CENTER FOR BOOK AN D PAPER ARTS1104 S. WABASH AVE .. 2ND FL.
This MFA in Interdisciplinary Book and Paper Arts thesis exhibition features the work of Maria C. H.
Burke, Aaron Kohl. Aimee Lee, Elisabeth Long, Sara Loosen Otto, Mardy Sears and Ami Trosley.

BA/BFA PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBITI'ON, Month of May 1 11:ooam-1:oopm

RAW SPACE GALLERY AT UNIVERSITY CENTER CHICAGO I 525 S. STATE ST.

Graduating seniors in the Photography Department's BA and BFA programs present works from their
final projects. Presented by the Photography Department.

MFA PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBITION, Month of May 1 9:00am-5:00pm
GLASS CURTAIN GALLERY I 1104 S. WABASH AVE. I 1ST FLOOR
Master of Fine Arts candidates in the Photography Department present works from their thesis
projects. Presented by the Photography Department.

I (HEART) TECHNOLOGY, May-June. 2006/ u :ooam--7:00prn
RAW SPACE AT 2 E. 8TH ST.
I (Heart) Technology! transforms a once-empty storefront space into a multimedia feast for the senses.
Print works, sound art. video projections and interactive installations, complete with a Podcast guided
tour and a virtual gallery, can be found at www.iam.colum.edu/ manifest. Presented by the Interactive
·Arts and Media Department.

SENIOR PORTFOLIO SHOW, May 12. 20061 11:00am-7:00pm
CONAWAY CENTER I 1104 S. WABASH I 1ST FLOOR
Seniors in Advertising Art Direct ion. Graphic Design and Illustration present their bodies of work to the
Columbia community and invited industry professionals. Presented by the Art + Design Department.

BFA INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE EXHIBITION, opens May 12.20061 1l:ooam- 7:00pm
HOKIN GALLERY I 623 S. WABASH AVE. I 1ST FLOOR
This showcase of senior Interior Architecture student work is the culmination of a yearlong capstone
project exploring a variety of typologies. Presented by the Art + Design Department.

MFA INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE EXHIBITION, Opens May 12, 2006.1 11:ooam-7:00pm
C33 GALLERY I 33 E. CONGRESS I 1ST FLOOR
The culmination of a yearlong. two-component thesis, this exhibition focuses both on written
ocuments and graphic representations of students' design resolutions. Presented by the Art+ Design
Department.

PRODUCT DESIGN@ COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO, May 12.20061 u :ooam- 7:00pm
HOKIN ANNEX GALLERY I 623 S. WABASH AVE. I 1ST FLOOR
Presented by the Art + Design Department

BFA FINE ART EXHIBITION, Opening May 12.2006/ 11:ooam- 7:00pm
A+D GALLERY I 619 S. WABASH AVE. I 1ST FLOOR

.

This exhibition showcases the accomplishments of graduating BFA students working in Fine Art. Work
will be presented in a wide variety of media, including painting. sculpture, printmaking, vtdeo and
performance. Presented by the Art + Design Department.

INTERARTS THESIS EXHIBITION AND PERFORMANCES, MayS-12. 2006/S:oo-lo oopo,
IRON STUDIOS I 3636 S. IRON ST. I PERFORMANCES AT 7:00PM ON MAY 5, 6 & 12
Thirteen MFA candidates in Interdisciplinary Arts present t heir thesis installat ions and performances
throughout this weeklong exhibit ion. Presented by the Interdisciplinary Arts and Media Department

ART OF THE LIBRARY, May 4- May 31. 20061 5:00-7:00pm
COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO LIBRARY I 624 S. WABASH AVE. I 3RD FLOOR
The ongoing Art of the Library program presents its last show of the academic year. featw ing the work
of graduati ng students in a variety of disciplines. Presented by the Columbia College Cl11cago library

ANYTHING NEW...2006 May 12. 2006 1 11:00AM- 7:00PM
COLUMBIA CO LLEGE CHI CAGO LIBRARY I 624 S. MICHIGAN AVE., 3RD FL.
Photograpny by

i;U~n

Reed, !:IFA. vtlot.ography, 2V06 1 Art dt•cctton by Sarah Eve

~ranc1c

~

HTIP://MANIFEST.COLUM.EDU

Early Child hood Education prepares professionals to work with children from birth through age 12.
This exhibit features interdisciplinary work that focuses on the role of t he arts in t11e development of
individuals as educators.

FASHION COLUMBIA: THE EXHIBITION, May 12.2006 1 11:00am-7:00pm
CONAWAY CENTER I 1104 S. WABASH AVE I 1ST FLOOR
Get a closer look at outstanding garments from the Fashton Columbia runway show, as well as other
wea rable art produced by students at Fashion Columbta: The Exhtbition. Also on display are works tn
accessory/ jewelry design, graphic design, photography. il lustration, and a variety ol other medtums.
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Review:
Looking back on the
academic year
Continued from Page 3
student representative to fully participate
in all discussions. This will be the first
time in 30 years that students will have a

project Turner said the college needs to
raise at least $50 million through a comprehensive capital campaign. Turner said
his goal for the campaign is to raise $ 100
million over the next few years.
In order to cope with the campus space
crunch the college purchased the neighboring building, which currently houses the
Spertus Institute of Jewish Studies, 618 S.
Michigan Ave., and is planning to move
into the building by 2007.
During a time when Columbia's

voice on the board.
For the first time Columbia will also
have a faculty representative on the board
of trustees. The student and faculty representatives will sit on the board for a oneyear trial period, and then the board wi II
vote to decide whether or not to make the
positions permanent.
The beard made another bold move by
approving a $90 million campus center
that was proposed as a part of Columbia 's
I 0-ycar Campus Master Plan. To fund the

r:ud;;ts
_d_i_s_c_u
_s
_s
_r_e_t_e_n_t_i_
o_n_
ra
te
s===~~------,

increasing enrollment is causing the campus to be bursting at its sea ms, a
Chronicle investigation found that the
college has several centers taking up
campus space that are not being full y utilized. A non-scier.tifis; survey conducted
by The Chronicle revealed that many students are unaware that these centers even
existed.
Many of the issues Columb ia was
focused on this year are expected to be continually addressed in many years to come.

Manifest:
Official confident
festival will prove

I

profitable in future
Continued from Front Page

Michael JarecldiThe Chronicle

Eric Winston, interim vice president of Instituttonal Advancement, meets with students at the Residence
Center, 731 S. Plymouth Court, to discuss the retention rate of African-American students at Columbia on May
3. Winston also listened students' concerns over financial aid at the meeting.

no other way to do it than to spend some
money to do it."
The money, Winston said, wi ll be
valuable in Columbia's efforts to become
less dependent on tuition dollars by
increasing revenue from other sources,
such as alumni donations. Winston
acknowledged that the amount of money
spent by his office on Man ifest this year
will be more than what the festival will
bring in with donations.
" We ' ll make that money back, plus
more, in the long-term," Winston sa1d.
"Not in the short-term."
Columbia was able to avoid some
costs from running the festival. The
City of Chic.ago waived fees usually
associated with holding a parade.
Chargoo for city services, such as st reet
closures and increased police presence.
were waived by the city, according to
Tom Gray, spokesman for the Mayor 's
Office of Special Events.
Waiving certain fees for festivals IS
not uncommon for the city when deahng
with nonprofit institutions, especially
schools.

Seniors,

In,trodv.c..i~ t~ ..

you'll be alumni soon.

Alumni Online Community

Columbia's Office of Alumni Relations is here to help.

A powerful tool for networl\rng and stoyr ng rn vo lved with
t11e Colurnb1c1 Cr) rnrnunrty dncl rt's FREE!

What's next?

.

Who can register?
- All current seniors. grad students, and alumni

• Networ k.i ~

What are the benefits?

• • • Re&Jster with the Alumni Online Communit y at
www.colum.edu/alumnl
(follow the links to the Online Community)

Searchable online directory
Permanent e-mail forwarding

• • • Come to Alumni networldnl events.
- Monthly meetlnl8 In Chlcaeo and L.A.
• Eventa lilted on Alumni website

>> yourname@alumnl.colum.edu

Events Calendar - get out and have some fun
News/Notes - brag a little
Moving? · update your contact information
Chapter Pa&es - CCC alums are all over the nation
Yellow Paces - alumni business directory
Messaae Boards and MOREl

• 13e n.e..fi +s
BE SURE TO SIGN UP FOR YOUR ALUMNI CAROl
• • • Career Service~
· Get a jobl Get help "'ttlnl one.
• • • Student loan Con10lldetlon
• National and local reUIII and H rvlce dl1counta
- Comlnl 100n - Alumni lnaurance

Where do I register?
Follow the simple sign-up process by following the
Online Community links on the alumni website.

• • • More and mora to comal

www. co\tAW\.. edtA/ t:\.\tAW\.n-i
I

'-------- --------
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A HIDDEN OASIS, THERE IS NOTHING
ELSE LIKE IT ON THE LAKEFRONT.
Everything you want is at Regents Park! Our on-site health club features a 20yard pool and complete fitness center. Our amenities include concierge service,
a heated garage, dry cleaner, gourmet market and so much more.
And our terrific location, steps from the lake, brings you sweeping skyline
views and a 15 minute commute.
All this, and surprisingly affordable - dog friendly, too!

Studios from $999/mo. • 1 Bedrooms from $1194/mo.
3 Bedroom & 4 Bedroom residences also available

LUXURY

APARTMENTS

(773) 288-5050
www.RegentsParkChicago.com
Office hours: Mon-Thurs 10-6 • Fri 9-5 • Sun 9-5 • Closed Sat
*Offer on 2 & 3 Bedrooms only. Please see leasing center for details.
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Abroad:
Columbia faculty
to travel to Dublin
Continued from Front Page
the international programs the
college offers. Facul ty members
are becoming involved too. This
fall Barbara Iverson, a faculty
member in the Jo urnalism
Department, and Carol Ann
Stowe. a faculty member in the
Early Childhood Education
Department, will travel to the
Dublin Institute of Technology
to explore what. the college 's
programs otTer.
Administrators believe that the
study programs be nefit more

than Columbia.
" It opens up huge possibi lities
for the profile of Columbia itself
but also for individual srudents,"
Greiner said.
But not everyone believes this is
the best use of resources.
According to Steven Kapelke,
provost and vice president of
Academic Affairs, a few people
have argued that Columbia should
keep its focus on the college rather
than international programs.
However, he said the programs
don't cost the college much, and
it's important for Columbia to offer
these programs to its srudents.
"It 's impossible for us to claim
that we're preparing students for
a global economy, a global culture, without taking in the opportunity to experience other culrures and travel," Kapelke said.

Srudents who are interested in
studyi ng abroad can visit the
Office of Academic Initiatives
and International Programs and
discuss the process with Greiner.
People in the office can help
answer questions about insurance, bankmg, srudent d1scounts
and many others, Moore said.
"'There is never too obvious a
questiOn," Moore said.
Drewitz said she recommends
the experience.
"You learn so much about life
and yourself," Drewitz said. "I
started off on my journey alone,
but I came home with newly
built lifelong friendships and
contacts from all over the world.
It is one of the best soul-searching experiences I have ever had.
It was absolutely amazing."

Step by step: How to
begin the study abroad
process
J·

V1s1t Chris Greiner. the director of
International Programs. He can explain
the benefits and drawbacks of studying
abroad or becom1ng ah exchange student and will help start the process.

2.

If you think you may need finanoal
a1d. visit Jennifer Pall Joseph in Student
Finanoal Services.

~~--~~~~~~~----------

3.

Talk to your adviser in the Advis1ng
Center to see 1f your trip will affect the
requ1rements you need to graduate

4.

Susan Sindlinger. director of
Transfer Evaluation. can help you figure
out what classes you can take and what
credits will transfer

5.

Return to Student Financial Services and
fill out the appropnate pc>perwork so yO'.J can
rece1ve your a1d

6.

V1s1t Chris Greiner ag21n to finalize
other deta11s

Mauricio Rubio!The Chron1cle
Gillian Moore, executive director of the office of Academic Initiatives and International Programs,
reads student e-mails in her office, which helps students plan study abroad ventures .

ror more 1nformat1on. VISit rhe Office of AcademiC
tnmawf's and tnrerna(lonat Programs 1n room 914 of the
Alexdndroff Campus Bwldmg. 600 S M1ch1gan Ave. or
call Chns Gretner a! (312} 344-7893
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MANIFEST...WHERE IT'S AT
CAMPUS MAP
WelcomP. to MRnlfest and t he vibrant campus of Columbia College Chicago. To
~elp you discover wh!'t the South Loop buzz ;s all about, refer to the following
map for locatior.s ol all the Manifest events.
A free trolley service with eight convenient stops around campus will be running
continuously from 11AM to 9PM to assist in your exploration.

TROLLEY STOPS
0
0
0
0

0

50 E. Hj>,RRISON

500 S. MICHIGAN

725 S. STATE

I
I

TICTOC KICK-OFF
33 E. CONGRESS PKWY. I SUITE 530 I 9:3QAM-11:00AM

BALBO AND WABASH

623 S. WABASH

11Tii AND MICHIGAN

e

Breakfast, Performances, Installation and Special Prizes!

STATE AND HARRISON

FESTIVAL KICK-OFF
524 S. WABASH AVE.

( ) 33 E. CONGRESS

--

--

THE CORE
524 S. WABASH AVE. I 11:30AM-4:00PM
Entertainment, music, henna tattoos, fortune tellers,
giveaways and more!
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I 11:30AM

Mucca Pazza, the .Punk rock marching band, SurTaal, a
fusion of classical Indian and modern dance performance.
and introductory remarks by Maggie Ness, Mark Kelly and
President Warrick L. Carter, Ph.D.
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TOO MUCH TO
SEE? BEGIN WITH
THE FOLLOWING
HIGHLIGHTS:
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ARTWALK AND SALE
VAR IOUS LOCATIONS I 11:00AM- 7:00PM
Jump on a trolley and explore the vast and varied galleries
of Columbia College Chicago! Exhibition receptions from
5:00PM-7:00PM .

GREG OSBY & COLUMBIA COLLEGE JAZZ ENSEMBLE
MAIN STAGE I GRANT PARK
11TH ST. AND MICHIGAN AVE. I 4:00PM-5:30PM
The saxophonist. composer, producer and educator performs live.

BUDDY GUY PERFORM ING WITH CCC R&B ENSEMBLE
MAIN STAGE I GRANT PARK
11TH ST. AND MICHIGAN AVE. I 6:00PM- 6:45PM
Chicago's very own blues legend performs live .

SPECTACLE FORTUNA + BLESSING
HARRISON ST. AND WABASH AVE. I 7:00PM-8:00PM
A collaboration of music, large scale .Puppets, street spectacle
and community ritual proceeds into Grant Park to kick off the
evening's festivities. Culminates in a raucous celebration for
graduating seniors including cascarones (confetti-filled eggs!).

~

,_ e

---

I
I
I
I

...

Roosevelt

~

Mai:~

S:;e:~t!

'::t

THE PHARCYDE AND THE DETROIT COBRAS
MAIN STAGE I GRANT PARK
11TH ST. AND MICHIGAN AVE. I 8:00PM- 10:00PM

~

Two high-octane, dance-inducing headliners rock this year's
Main Stage.

Rd.

FOR MORE INFO VISIT HTTP://MANIFEST.COLUM.EDU
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\JV\,~,.est .te~ttA.res: W\tA.Sic..,

MUSIC DEPARTMENT STAGE PERFORMANCES
STREET FAIR/ 524 S. WABAS.H AVE.

'

11:00AM-11:15AM 1 Jazz C0r1bo
11:15AM- 11·30AM 1 Marte? ~ucker
12:50PM-1:10PM I Charles Hammond
1:30PM-1:45PM I Pop Orchestra
2:05PM- 2:20PM 1 Groove Band
2:40PM- 2:50PM 1 Singers Alliance
2:50PM-3:00PM 1 Aviva Jaye
3:20PM- 3:40PM I Duets
3:40PM-3:50PM 1 Jenn Jones

STUDENT STAGE
STREET FAIR I 524 S. WABASH AVE.
12:30pm-12:50pm The Lavellas
1:10pm-1:30pm Y oungz BLVD
1:45pm-2:05pm The Bullet that B reathed
2:20pm-2:40pm Heather Perry
~:00pm-3:;20pm M a thew Sa!ltos with Troy
·Trorr:l:>onc Shorty" Andrews
3:50pm-4:10pm S herry Amour
4:10pm-d: 30pm I II Legit

MAIN STAGE LINE UP
GRANT PARK MAIN STAGE I 11TH ST. AND MICHIGAN AVE.
4:00pm-5:30pm Columbia College Jazz Ensemble with Greg Osby
6:00pm-6:45pm 8 uddy Guy and the Columbi'l College Chicago R&B Ensemble
7:00pm-?: 30pm Th e Changes
8:00pm-8:45pm The Pharcyde
9:15pm -10:COpm The Detroit Cobras

V\1\~-t'est -t'e~t(..\res : M~ in..ers
CCJE and Greg O ~by
Saxophonist, t:cmposer, producer and educator Greg Osby has made an indelible mark on contemporary j azz as a leader of his own ensembles
and as a guest artist with renowned jazz groups for the past 20 yea1s. Notable for his insightful and innovative approach to comPoSition and
performance of original jau music, Osby is a shining beacon among the current generation of jaz: musicians. He performs at Manifest with the
Chicago Vocal Jazz Ensem ble and the Columbia College Jazz Ensemble.

Buddy Guy & CCC R&B Ensemble
The internationally acclaimed Gram my award winner and inductee of the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, Buddy Guy has cemented a blues legacy
that places him squarely in the company of his legendary predecessors. Buddy Guy has been a chief guitar influence to rock titans like
Hendrix. Clapton Beck and Vaughn. A pioneer of Chicago's fabled Wes t Side, th e musician is credited with being the living link to the city's
halcyon days of electric blues. Buddy Guy will be performing witt> students from Columbia's Music Department R&B Ensemble.

The Changes
The Changes· progressive indic rock sound continues to generate buzz and attract a burgeoning fan base. Sexy guitar licks backing sultry.
poignant vocals poise the band to become Chicago's next big thing. While com parisons to The Pollee. The Smiths and Phoenix fly around, The
Changes continu~e to tweak their sound and morph into a band i n its own category, crafting what can best be called Intelligent rock.

The Pharcyde
lnsptred by the LA underground dance scene of the 1980's, The Pharcyde began a serious study of music In the 90's which led to the
production CJf an album that went gold. Critics called their music "hlp-hop's swan song· which offered the last groat hurrah for this musical
style. Since tt'.en the group has reinvented Itself more then once to becoming en Increasingly Influential alt rnatll1 rap group. With the
release CJf their new album "Humboldt 8()ginnlngs: Spocoboy Boogie X aka Co sanova and Booty Brown prove thoy're still producing oonts
Md tunes th!lt &ro sure to be classics.

The Detroit Cobra•
o.trolt Cobra& mlt9h up tho dance floor with th lr cov r of lo t Soul ond R&B goms of tho '50!1 and '60s. Known for sultry vocals nd
thundering guitars, the Cobriia dig de p Into tht bin of vlntea , dulltlell, giving new IIf to obscure would·bl! hlta l!nd clo ales of tht pn t. A If
~·• not tnough. the Col)riJs proml
to got you moving when thoy whip out ·anthems to good tim 1, wild tim , · nd tht hi ond Iowa of 1.-U
V.£; yoo Ddt beiJ6Ve It iind you best Mt me9& with It"

THE WORD

Not my type
It always happens t(J me. I 'II be at a
party with some frie~ods, and some 19year-old girl will approach me and
compliment me on my attire. Now, I
don 't mind the attention because I find
it surprising that anyone notices me at
all. What I do mind, though, is when
these girls start coming on to me.
While it is always a different 19year-old girl, she will eternally be the
same person to me. I like to think that
she listens to French new wave music
even though she secretly hates it,
reads Kafka and eats way too much
Brie cheese while watching "Gilmore
Girls."
It is this person who will stalk me
down at a crowded bar or loft party; the
kind where every boy is wearing tight

girl's jeans (sadly, most
don't even have the
package to really pull
this look off), and
every-other girl is
showing off her new,
asymmetrical haircut,
most of which look
cute. The partygoers are
all over the place,
checking each other
out, when this 19-yearold girl makes her way
over to me like she's
parting the Red Sea.
"Hey, I really like
your tie," she'll say as
she grabs it.
" Uh, thanks,"
reply as I yank my tie
out of her chubby,

sweaty hands.
"So, are you here with your girlfriend?" she'll then ask.
Now this question can pop up in a
variety of ways and is often not as
straightforward as this. Sometimes I'll
be nice and fake laugh and say, " Haha.
No, I'm gay, but nice try."
But why do so many girls excite
themselves over guys who either look
gay or are gay? I mean, I like guys,
but everywhere I go there's some girl
wetting herself to grab my all-boysclub crotch. It's hke some sick joke
that Mother Nature or God or society
is playing on me. Why can't skinny
guys with shaved heads and arms
covered in tattoos come on to me at
parties or at bars?

As much as I love
writing it every week,
this little column has
managed to make
many waves in my
personal life. At times
these situations are
rather amusing and
other times, well , not
so much .
I'll never forge!
writing about how my
ex wouldn't sleep
with me (a fact he
probably didn ' t want
announced to the college community) or
my grandmother coming across the paper
one
week
and
announcing that she
would no longer tolerate me "writing like a prostitute."
I got high-lived in the hallway
when I wrote about abortion rights
and screamed at by my mother when
I mentioned anal sex .
"Anal sex?" she shouted. " Why
can't you just write about something
normal hke Jeff Danna? He wrttes
about real news."
Unfortunately for me (and my
future career in news), I would much
rather write about why oral aeK rule•
than why the Dan Ryan is a nlaht·
marc. Fur example, at the moment, I
can thtnk of nothing more than the
fact that last week my boyfttcnd said
"I love you" fur the first lime. While
I'm concerned about immlaratlon
rt&ht• and fired up about the state

One last
caress
As much 111 I've been anticipating
the end of my college career, the idea
of writing my lut column left a
rather foul taste in my mouth. As I
enter the Mreal world" with rattled
nerves and an uncertain future, I
shudder at the thought of not havmg
a place to rant about the varymg
IIOfiKnse that has filled th1s space
for the past year and a half.
ThiJ column almost didn't happen,
ICiually. When I ttarted at the paper,
I beNed. pleaded and whined to my
editor• at the lime for a column.
They eventually pve in to me (I can
be rather •nfunalln& when whmeyJUII uk my boyfrtend) and I started
8el011o the Belt under a pseudonym,
Reatm , afler my lovely cat.

"Sorry," I reply to the 19-year-old.
"I'm a fag, and there's not enough
beer in 'the world to make me go home
with you."
I do consider myself as a fag, a
word which I believe is the n-word
for gay men and, therefore, can only
be used by gay men. For a while I
thought about identifying myself as
being queer, but that's such a halfasscd Generation X thing to do. Sure,
it was a negative term that referred to
homosexuals, but it doesn 't have the
punch like faggot does.
I've got nothing against gay guys.
But as a fag, I just don't find a lot of
them very attractive. The radioactive
orange from using tanning beds and
the bleach-blond hair make me wonder if they can glow in the dark, and
that frightens me. And I'll never
understand the 30-year-old men who
look like a 12-year-old Pee Wee
Herman. Whenever those guys come
up to me at parties, I usually just tell
them I'm straight.
"Sorry," I say to them. "I'm a baseball-loving, heterosexual male, and
there's not enough Cher music you
can play that will get me to go home
with you."
It's hard for everyone to meet
someone he or she is attracted to
regardless of sexual orientation, but
I've decided to build a time machine
so that I can teleport myself to the gay
'70s and meet beefy. mustached men
who are naturally blond and tan. Now
that's a faggot.

our union in general , the warm and
fuzzy feeling m the p1t of my stomac h simply can't be outdone. And
I' m OK with that.
Last year, it w's so easy for me to
say, "When I graduate. I'm going to
have a fantastic writing job lined up,
and everything is going to be lovely."
But let's be honest, nothing in life is
that easy. And why should it be? The
future is scary, in every sense.
Rushing into a job decision is just
as bad as rushing into a relationship.
Maybe I'm just not ready to move to a
small town and write for its newspaper. Maybe I want to stay in a city I
love, with the people I love and just
take it easy. While pushy women
coerce their men into unwanted marriage (or vice versa, of course). our
pushy society wants us to be stressed
from grades K through eternity.
Despite the praise (which has been
much appreciated by the way) and
the not-so-good-reviews (hey. I cun
take it) this column writing thing has
been pretty amazing. It's rather convententto work out your relat1onsh1p
issues on paper- puttm g 1t all nut
there can be hard otherw1se.
So what's ne1lt'l Who knnws'' I' ll
probobly mukc some humble tkt•
sions and have some hnd luck .
maybe sume auod luck. too. I'm not
really concerned w1th know11111
exactly what i1 next. but I know <Jne
way ur another, I'll be OK. Thnnks
for rcadina. Columbm I wtll nu s~
you terribly.

or

When Will Ferrell played self-absorbed reporter
Ron Burgundy in Anchorman, we found it charming. We still quote his quirky phrases like "''m
kind of a big deal," and "Hey, everybody: come see
how good I look!" Funny stuft right?
Well, when that same narcissistic attitude is used
by real-life fieaks ofnature, it just doesn't have the
same etfecl The fieaK we're talking about is David
Blaine, magician and weird record bolder du jour.
Blaine is always up to some zany task that begs
attention from America, such as when he was
buried alive for a week; sat on some tall, skinny
pole for 35 hours; and bung out in a glass box
above a river for more than a month,
His latest endeavor, though, couldn't be more
blatant in its quest for attentiOO- The Houdini
wannabe is spending a week in a watea--filled glass
bubble in the midst of the New Yolk bustle in fioot
of the Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts..
Anyone in New Yodc oould waiJc by and see Blaine
swimming around the bubble, which isn't much
bigger than he is, and he 'II just stare back because
he's got oothing bettea- to do but float around and
pee through a tube when necessary. He may even.
wave at some J.ucky passersby.
But wait, the excitement doesn't stop there! At
the end of the wceklong Wldcrwater endeavor,
Blaine will attempt to hold his breath for nine minutes, beating out the record of eight minutes and 5
seconds, all while hnndcuffed to I SQ poutl<b of
chninlr-all on TV. Bam! Pow! It's like a ~'0

punch of tu:nazement , .• or tupidity.
Blaine tnined for this challenge with the 1\
SEALs to learn OICYitll deprivation ~hniques ld
to belp lose wei&ht. So thafs .,.,'hat we ba\-e the
SEALs around fot-tttcl\ina idiots hoy, to heng
out in walef and bold their breath fur tl ten«d
amouniS of time so people will be •mr ~ b
their sweet ski Us. We wouldn't be wpri~ tf lu
1\eltt trick Is just simply shouting ut
I tq kx'
at him evtry second of e"~ ilil At ~ ~t that
would be mort enttrtnintng h) \\~t~ ·h.
Blaine said he
ttlcd tu pcrl\,nn hi' ooll'
etunt in ew Y, k .n.s ~t' hts h\)lt\d ''11,
ho'l proud oftt. W tl lnk our Ill· ~ , ~\ t'-''
!Tom Chi
· .,., t \ tul\ln't 11 \l
tJ
·~
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The Balvenie Doublewood: At $50
a bottle, this 12-year-old ;;catch
could do a number on your wallet
and your liver, but it's certainly
worth the price. Parr it with a pint of
Guinness-it's like a party in your
mouth, and everyone's invited.

Myself: I never realized how much
self-love I had until I joined
MySpace. I look at my own profile
more than anyone else's. Oh, and if
I 'm ever late, it 's probably because
there was a mirror or highly reflective window on the way.

"Take M~ Home Tonight" by
Eddie Money: I tell people I like
this '80s cheese song because
Ronnie Spector sings during the
chorus, but really, I love the poetic
lyrics: " I feel a hunger ... IT'S A
HUNGER!"

Poison Control: When I was a little girl , I used to eat mushrooms
that grew in my backyard, and my
mom would freak out and call
Poison Control. To this day, the
phone number is still taped to the
fri dge. Those Poison Control workers are the unsung heroes o f childhood munchies.

Cowboy boots: They're uncomfortable as hell, but they look damn
good with a pair of ripped Levi 's. I
also plan on stocking up on western
shirts and hats so I can single-handedly revive the urban cowboy trend
of the late '70s and early 'SOs.
Stylus Magazine: The reviews are
intelligent, funny and poignant, and
the features like " Album Art
Challenge" (readers ny to guess
album titles by looking at covers
sans distinguishing text) are pure
fun.
The Jam: Paul Weller and Co. got
no respect in the U.S., but nearly
every song Weller w.rote was a gem.
I put their three masterpieces-A//
Mod Cons, Setting Sons and Sound
Affects-on the turntable the other
day and just listened in bliss. God, I
wish I were mod.

Josh
Covarrubias

Roger Waters in concert: It seems
all those Pink Floyd reunion
rumors are just rumors after all.
But seeing Waters in concert on
Sept. 29, performing Dark Side a.f
the Moon in its entirety is the next
best thing.
The C ubs: I am a vengeful Cubs
fan. I don't even care if my
Cubbies win anymore; I' m happy
' s long as the Sox lose.

Versionfest 2006: While I'm missing the vast majority of events trying to catch up with final projects,
I am definitely excited for the
International Noise awards hosted
by Versionfest. With categories like
" Best Circuit Bending" and "Most
People on Stage at One Time" this
is guaranteed to be the most OK
event this month .
Lifelongfriendshipsociety.com:
This site is completely bananas.
Podcasts: I have fallen into the
habit o f binge subscribing. There
are so many amazing podcasts
available, and I can ' t seem to help
but keep clicking and filling up my
hard drive. At this rate I think soon
I will have more time in podcasts
than time in a day.
A lemayehu Esh ete: I have been
rocking '70s Ethiopian pop music
all week long. This guy's music is
probably best suited for dance-offs
and car chases.
Bicycles: Because it's the season.

Graduation: I suppose I should
say something about how cool
graduating is, but I' d rather not
because it's been c0 mpletely anticl imactic and lame. Well, more
a<;curately, I'm just pissed about
joining the " real world." I did get a
cute graduation dress out of it,
though.

Pictures attempt to capture a moment but sometimes don ' t do any justice. At the Coachella Valley Music and Arts Festival in
Indio, Calif., ordinary and otherwise banal pictures encapsulate the magnitude of the event better than anyth ing else. T he middle of Ted Leo + the Pharmacis ts set, a seeming ly unimportant moment, is as universal in telling the story of the festival as
anything.
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Foshionoble Croc of shoes
Foam shoes may be nasty, but comfortable
By Michelle C. Flnkler/Copy Editor
Ugliness had no place in fashion- until now. Crees brand
shoes. which are available for
men. women and children,
appear to be the must-have for
feet, as thes~ funky-colored foam
shoes trample sidewalk5 nationwide. They 're certainly not sleek
or sassy or a newfangled creation
from a top Italian designer. In
fact, by many standards they're
just ugly. But many have decided
to embrace this ugliness and the
architectural adage that form follows function.
"They're ridiculously comfortable," said Eileen Cain, a sophomore public relations major. "It's
when functional becomes trendy."
Crees are a popular brand of
shoe made from Proprietary
Closed Cell Resin, which is a
material that feels and looks like
cushiony foam. Crocs resemble
gardening shoes but !Ia ve an
updated appearance with a variety of new colors ;o match everyone's style. The company's bestselling model, the Bea: h, is sold
!n almost two-dozen hues, rangmg from a succulent lemony yellow to a vibrant fuchsia l != a military green. Some models offer
h-:>les in the shoe's surface. providing ventilation. And according to Meghan C leary, shoe
expert and author of The Perfect
Fit: What Your Shoes Say Abo11t
You, Crees are replacmg flip-

flops.
"I think people are sort of looking for the next answer to the flipflop," she said. "I just know, here
in New York that while flip-flops
are disposable and great for the
summer. they actually don't offer
any foot protection."
Cleary sa1d that while wearing
flip-Oops , feet are exposed to the
elements like city streets, but the
Croc silhouette offers the protection of a clog. Crees are a sort of
crosspollination between flipflops and clogs, which may not
have been the vision of the original Crees designers.
The idea for these shoes was
spawned by a 2002 Caribbean
sailing trip in which the founders
from Colorado envisioned a
boating shoe that would be func·
tiona! and fashionable. C rees
were named after the crocodile,
because of its versatility in different terrains, according to the
company's website.
"I know that they' ve really
taken off among sort of urban pioneers in New York," Cleary said.
She s.?id that Crees have been
marketed as a lifestyle s hoe,
appealing to people who enjoy
outdoor act ivities like swimming, boating, hiking and gardening or people who are on their
feet a lot. But she doesn't know
exactly how Crees caugh t on
with such immense popularity.

She thinks that people probably
thought the shoes were cute and
easy to wear and then realized
that they are a good product.
" I suggest them to anyone who
hds feet problems," said Maggie
Leonatti, a senior marke ting
major. She just bought a pair of
brown Crocs and likes them
because of their casual appear- C roc's popularity has spawned
available a t P ayless.
ance and comfort.
People with foot problems may Crocs trend since they're conconsider trying Crocs because sta ntly on their feet, and Crees
they have the American Podiatric offer necessary comfort.
" I work at a doctor's office, so
Med1cal Association's Seal of
Acceptance, which recognizes they're really light and comfortproducts that are beneficial to feet. able," said Sarah Furnish, a sen"[Crocs] have a degree of arch ior marketing major. She actually
support built-in, which most flip - bought a pair of Crocs about six
Oops don't have," said Dr. James months ago and returned them
C hri stina, director of Scientifi c because she got comments from
Affairs for the A PM A. " The people saying they were ugly.
properties of the materials that She more recently bought anoththey use actually have some anti- er pair even though she admits
microbial and anti-fungal proper- "they' re ugly and hideous."
But some people just won't
ties to it, and they're vented so
they breathe."
succumb to wearing such unconHe also mentioned that Crees ventional shoes in exchange for
mold to feet and have a non-skid foot relief.
" They're so nasty," said
component. Christina said that
although he wouldn't recom- Santina Maino, a freshman radio
mend Crees as a first-line thera- major. "I don't know who the
peutic option for patients with hell wears those things. They're
foot problems. they could be sug- so ugly. Who wears foam s hoes
gested to patients wh0 don't want with boles in them?"
to wear regular gym shoes in the
Apparently many people are
wearing Crocs because there
summer.
Nurses and o ther medical per- have been many knockoff brands
sonnel have also taken to the produced, which are available at

lines of mock Crocs, like these
stores like Target and Payless.
But buyers should beware o f
these fakes.
"I would be very suspicious
about buying something that's
imitation like that," Cleary said,
although she has not checked out
the mock Crees. "I can onl y
imagine if they're at a much
lower price point, the materials
are probably not as good."
Christina agreed and said that
the material the knockoffs use
isn't as cushiony as the actual
Crees. But as far as arch support
goes, he isn't sure whether or not
these alternative brands offer any.
But whether or not people
sport the real thing or the imitations, Cleary said Crocs should
not be worn everywhere.
"I think they' re fine to knock
around m," she said. "But, like I
said , I wouldn 't wear them to a
black-tie event."
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Abefler blend
Chicago cafes do more than just serve coffee
By Mark Byrne/ Assistant A&E Editor

As a lingu!stics professor in Seattle during the late 1990s. Jeff Dreyfuss spent a lot
of time reading and corr~cting papers in
coffee shops. Most of his time was spent in
Seattle's Cafe Vi~. and after a while, he
developed a friendship with the shop's
roaster, who taught him there is much more
to coffee than simply brewing and pouring
it.
Now Dreyfuss owns and runs Metr:>polis
Coffee Co., 1039 W. Granville Ave., which
is one of on!y a few coffee shops in
Chicago that roast their own beans. With
the others, Intelligentsia Coffee and Tea
Inc. and Coffee & Tea Exchange,
Metropolis roasts beans for many of
Chicago's smaller independent shops and
provides for its customers small-batch,
fresh roasted coffee that Dreyfuss consider$
essential to a good coffee experience.
Dreyfuss has been in the coffee business
for ·about two and a half years · since he
carne to Chicago, but ~pent eight years prior
to that learning extensively about roasting
at Cafe Vita. The head roaster asked him to
come in one morning and see what making
coffee was all about.
"It startled me that the differences were
not subtle, and that there were differences
between coffees at all," Dreyfuss said of his
first cupping, which is a test of a small,
sample batch of coffee. " I guess I never had
·
paid a whole lot of attention."
Dreyfuss learned that roasting coffee
requires much tinesse because there are

only two settihgs- gas and airflow--·on
most roasters, and one must tweak the two
very carefully. Each coffee bean has a different 'profile,' and the time they take to
roast can vary. Since Dreyfuss had spent so
long as a teacher, he enjoyed the hands-on
process involved in roasting coffee.
While Drefuss is relatively new to the
industry, Steven Siefer got into roasting
coffee right out of college, and his company, Coffee & Tea Exchange, boasts that it
has been roasting beans since 197 5.
"Obviously the coffee is much fresher,"
Siefer said, comparing to chain shops like
Starbucks. "You can't get any fresher.
·
We're like a bakery."
Coffee & Tea Exchange has one location
at 3 111 N. Broadway, but it provides beans
to several shops in the area and distributes
nationally.
Intelligentsia Coffee and Tea Inc. also
distributes all over the United States.
Though it has only been around for a little
more than I 0 years, Intelli gentsia just
recently opened its third shop, and is the
largest distributor in the Chicago area.
Marc Johnson, the director of marketing
for Intelligentsia, explained that when
Douglas Zell and hi s wife started
Intelligentsia in 1995, they made the decision to roast their own beans because it
allowed them to hold higher standards for
the qua lity of the brew.
"When you' re roasting your own coffee,
you ' re able to really co_ntrol the process and

Owner of Metropolis Jeff Dreyfuss (from left), chief coffee officer Chris Schooley
and assistant roaster Jake Parker pose next to the coffee roaster. Metropolis
Coffee Co., 1039 W. Granville Ave., is one of the few coffee houses that roast its
own beans daily.
kind of deliver a cup of co ffee for your costumers that you really feel is the best available coffee," Johnson said.
Zell also likes to actually travel to locations in Africa or South America to sample
the beans before the company invests in
them. He was unavailable for comment
because he was in Mexico.
Intelligentsia's customers note the difference, too. Alan Parker, who works in the
South Loop, cho.o ses coffee from
Intelligentsia's location at 53 W. Jackson St.
over places like Starbucks because he
prefers its smaller batch sizes of roasts.
"They take it seriously, clearly, because
they don't have to feed a nation the same
kind of a roast," Parker said. "It makes
sense that they can be more focused on
quality."
Both the roasters at Intelligentsia and
Coffee & Tea Exchange have moved off
location, but customers at Metropolis can
still see its roaster in action. According to
Dreyfuss, his roaster was made in 1935, and
he thinks it resembles a contraption from a

Charlie Chaplin film.
Siefer likens his roasting machine to a big
popcorn popper, but despite the comparison
he urges people not to try the process at
home. According to Siefer, there is a chafe
on the outside of the beans that could cause
a fire if not properly removed.
Dreyfuss considers it a coincidence that
the language in which he specia lized ,
Indonesian, ended up helping him when he
changed his career to coffee roasting. Now,
he is learning languages that will help his
current career. He speaks Spanish, and he is
learning Brazilian Portugese.
"My romancing of coffee is that I really
want to know a much larger picture than the
coffee; the people who grow it, what's
important to them , their language," Dreyfuss
said. This desire to be more involved is typical of Dreyfuss as a linguist, but it is also
representative of a much larger theme with
coffee roasters. Metropolis, Coffee & Tea
Exchange and Intelligentsia didn' t have to
go to the extra step and roast their own
beans; they could have just sold coffee.
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May 12
Join the Journansm Department for a
conversation with Richard Roeper,
Chic~go Sun- Times columnist and star
of "Ebert & Roeper," In the department's
Danfi11g new space on the second
floor oflhe 33 East Congress Building.
We'll find out how Roeper, a Chicago
s:area native, cllmb~d tils way up from
feature wrlter to columnist to book
author ts:> film critic;;. Com, hear his
advice for Journalism maJors Interested
In covering the arts and culture.

33 East Congress, 2nd floor
Digital Convergence Newsroom

4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Event Includes an Introduction by Department
Choir Nancy Day. Webcast Interview wllh
Richard Roeper. and reception In the
Journalism Deportment Orange Space.
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Film students use different methods to entertain, educate
M
any students attend Columbia in order to get a hands-on education that they can use well after graduation and into their careers . For some students, though, waiting until
g raduation to practice their an isn't pan of the plan. These are the stories of two different films made by Columbia students: Broke, a comedic movie about a broken car, was
made independently o utside of Columbia, and Leaving Kansas, made with Columbia's film resources, focuses on !he reality of drugs and homel essness.

By Whitney S c h lo s s e r/Staff Writer

By All ison Riggio /S taff Writer

Leaving Kansas

Broke

T

D

o general ize Columbia film students
Alletto said that Whirity gathered much
orothy isn't the only one in Kansas
skipping town. Wichita, Kan., native
means to place them in one of two of his inspiration fo r the fi lm from his
categories: There are the Sundance-loving own ado lescence. Both men are from the and Columbia senior Brian Schodorf didn't
ansy types or the Spielberg-worshiping Beverly neighborhood on Chicago's come to Chicago in a twister, but his new
movie gurus, with little in-between. Bill South west Side, where the mov ie was documentary Leaving Kansas is sure to stir
up something.
Whirity is one student who would prefer filmed and also is set.
Leaving Kansas takes a raw look at
" I think a lot of the teachers [in the
to be one of the latter.
"People go to the movies for entenain- film] are very archetypal- you know bor- Chicago's homeless, many of whom may be
ment," Whirity, who wrote and directed ing teachers or like that crazy, way-too- seen panhandling Columbia students on
his first featu re-length fi lm before gradu- into-math-and-doesn't-get-that -the-kids- campus street corners. Upon moving to
ating from Columbia in 2005, said. " I aren '!-rea lly- into-it type [o f teacher]," Chicago, Schodorf said he was -amazed by
want to make them laugh, and it 's what Alletto said. " We all went to d ifferent the number of homeless people surrounding
I'm .good at."
high schools, but I mean what's the dif- the Columbia campus; many of whom he
come
from
the
Pacific
learned
Filming fo r Broke began in the summer ference? It 's all the same experience."
A maj or benefit for everyone involved Garden Mission, the homeless shelter on
of 2003 and was made entirely independently of Columbia and any sort of class
assignments o r projects. According to
Whirity, the school does not allow sturlents to create feature--length fi lms for .
credit, so fil ming and poc,t-prod uction
work took place independently over the
r.ext three years.
"They wouldr. 't let [students] do a feature for an independent project because
most kids that do independent projects
sometimes don't even finis h shon films,"
Whirity said.
Citing Broke as a great learning experience, Whirity said the O!lly regret he has
when looking back on the finished product
\'•as not having made more revisions to the
original script.
"[Whirity] even said he learned more
doing that movie than he did in four years
at fiim school," said actor Josh Alletto, a
junior fiction writing major at Columbia.
"That's the greatest thing about it. You
don't know until you do it."
Relying on the assistance of frie nds.
classmates and total strangers, Whirity
was able to gather a cast, crew and equipment !o produce this fu ll-length mov ie on
a budget of roughly $ 1,000.
"If you know anything about [Whirity,
Bill Whirity a nd the others be hind the inde pende ntly made film 'Broke,' hang o ut
you know] he's the master of gett ing stuff
a nd think abo ut the ir next project. 'Broke' is a comed y tha t follows a g ro u p of
for free and making connections," said
teenage rs a ttempting a road trip to Cana da with a broken-down car.
Mike Baltz, assistant director on the film
and a 2005 Columbia graduate. " He's with Broke was the practice it provided in State Street, just one block away from the
very resourceful, so that's how we were all areas of production, and the prepara- University Center of Chicago. After he
able to keep the budget low and shoot a tion it gave them for a future in the indus- began interviewing different homeless men
movie."
try.
around the area, Schodorf said he realized
Broke chronicles the misadventures of a
"We kind of did it panially as a learning that many of the men had one thing in comgroup of high school boys on a risky road experience and partially just to start mak- mon: drugs.
bp to Canada, that is, until their car bites ing a feature film and have one under our
With the help of his camera crew, Jeremiah
the dust before ever leaving !he driveway. belts," Baltz said. " You hear [o f] some Trotter and Cory Burt, and executive producSmce the trip mus t go oc;, the teenagers people that we look up to like Trey Parker er Rahmad Ayi, Schodorf was able to capture
' decide to bo rrow the car of one boy's par- and Matt Stone [who created "South first-hand the daily experience in the life of a
ents-{)nly to crash it long be fore the Park"]. They j ust went out and staned drug addict. Schodorf and company shot
making stuff, and they didn' t really care if scenes all over the city, from public housing
Canadian border.
The movie follows the 1980s comedy they didn 't have all the tools yet. That sites to the offices of state politicians to the
recipe, Wh;rity said, in the fas hion of [way] they could end up on the coast with inside of the Pacific Garden Mission. For the
such staples to the decade as Better off an actual product to show someone in film, Schodorf interviewed nearly 50 homeDead and Risky Business. Whirity wanted Hollywood."
less men around the Chicago area. Many of
Broke wi ll premiere at the Beverly Arts the men talked about what their lives were
to stay away from the "gross-out" humor
. of such recent fi lms as American Pie by Center, 2407 W. I ll th St., on June 15. like before they became permanent residents
using clever humor that requires a bit Whirity also hopes to either get the fi lm of the streets. Others told stories of families
latched on to a fes tival circuit or find a and jobs mixed with addictions and crippling
more thought.
The fi lm's tagline, "The car is broke ... company to distribute it on a "straight-to- injuries, citing these hardships as their reasons
for begging.
and so are thev" hints at the characters' video" basis.
"Everyone wants to get their movie
As the son of a Kansas senator and a U. S.
ongoing struggl~ throughout the movie to
come up with enough money to get their picked up and put in theater> and stuff, but attorney, and nephew of award-winning doccar fixed before their parents get back in you've got to be realistic about some umentary filmmaker Bill Curtis, Schodorf
stuff," Whirity said. "The odds of that has a lot to live up to. He said he hopes his
town a week after it's wrecked.
''We wanted to do soMething we could happening [are slim]. It seems like there's first documentary will help expose the syswatch over and over again ; where you going to be kind of a grassroots kind of tem 's flaws and work for social change.
" It's not about politics; it's about human
catch jokes the second time that you did- cult following thing where people would
n't get the first time ," Whirity said. talk about it and tell their friends. It [will rights," Schodorf said.
Ayi, who acted as both producer and pan"People will think they know where this probably] be like more of a tool to get us
ner in the film, agrees that the film is more
joke is going but we ' ll take it in a com- another job."
than just entertainment.
pletely different way."

''I'd like to see it shown in the classroom
to try to keep kids from doing drugs," Ayi
said.
Ayi, a Chicago native, co-wrote the script
with Schodorf and drove him around while
shooting. Schodorf said that Ayi gave him
credibility when he talked to many of the
documentary's characters, admitting they
would have been much less likely to talk to a
white man from Wichita.
Schodorf said that while the documentary
started out as a class project, he has developed a personal attachment to the men he
met while shooting.
At one point in the documentary Schodorf
ialks to a homeless man outside the
HotHouse who is clearly having medical
trouble. The man is taken away in an ambulance on camera, and it is later known that he
had a heart attack. Schodorf meets up with
the man weeks later, and he thanks Schodorf
for saving his life.
"That guy walked around tor three hours
and no one helped him," Schodorf, who
called the ambulance, said.
Schodorf said he wants people to realize
that the men in the documentary are real people with real lives. Schodorf said he built a
strong relationship with Delvin Rollins, a
man with one leg who is featured in the documentary.
"That guy is a saint," Schodorfsa id . " He
had the worst conditions of anyone I've
ever met and the best outlook on life."
One of Schodorf's goals is to take
money from the film and use it to help get
Rollins into rehab. Burt, who hel ped film
many of the interviews with Rollins,
agrees the experience has broadened his
perspective on life.
" It isn 't their goal to be homeless," Burt
said. "They always have the goal to be rich
and famous but stuff happens. The economy is up and down. I wish them well, and
I hope I don't ever end up in that situation,
which is why I do what l do."
Schodorf began working on the film in
his first semester documentary filmmaking
c lass with instructor Eric Scholl. Only
needi ng a few credits to grad uate ,
Schodorf decided to make Leaving Kansas
his entire academic focus second semester
as a part of an independent study with
Schol l.
Aside from using class time for the film ,
Schodorf and his crew shot the film using
only Columbia equipme.nt. Scholl said that
not enough students take advantage of the
materials Columbia offers its students, citing Leaving Kansas as an example of the
filmmak ing that can be made from the
school's resources. Schodorf said he uses
Columbia for everything he does with the
film from cameras to editing material.
Funding opponunities in the form of
small grants are also offered to students
who have film projects in the works,
Scholl said.
He pointed out that Schodorf made the
entire film using Columbia materials,
something he said students should do more
of because it is the last time they have
access to free equipment and means of
production.
"He made it a first-person exploration
from his point of view which is what made
it a stro ng piece," Scholl said. "You have
to find your voice and make that voice a
part of the piece."

Michael JarecklfThe Chronicle

Map Room, 1949 N. Hoyne Ave., played host to Chicago's first Cafe Scientifique gathering April
~.

If you and your friends are the
type of people to sit around over
a few drinks waxing scientific
with ideas about the universe and
what it all means. then Cafe
Scientifique is the thing for you .
Cafe Scientifique, set up in
cozy cafes and bars all around the
world , attempts to accomplish
rwo goals: stan up an informal
conversati0n about science-related issues and dC' it in a : omfortable and sociable atmosphere.
Though C~fe Scaentifiques
have been tak:ng place on nearly
every conti nen~ in vanous forms
for a while now. Chicago's first

.

.

meeting took place April 26 at
Map Room, 1949 N. Hoyne Ave.
Scientifique meet ings typically
stan with a 20-minute talk from a
scientist or someone related in
the field, and then audience
members are given a 15-minute
break to get drinks before a discussion takes place for about an
hour and a half. The motivation
behind the discussions is to try
and answer questions individuals
might have and make the connection between scaentls ts and nonscientists.
Randy Landsberg , darector of
pubhc outreach for the a~tron o-

my and astrophysics department
at the University of Chicago, is
the founder of the Chicago chapter and organi zed the first event.
Since his job is to find ways to
involve the community with science, Landsberg thought that the
cafe would be a good way to do
j ust that.
" It 's an opponunity to go out
into the community and let people, whoever they are, who might
not normally have this opportunaty or might not want to go to the
formal anstitutions, (talk about
scacnce] m a normal , comfortang
envaronment," Landsberg sa ad.

Landsberg thinks the meetings
are becoming so popular because
of a New York Times anicle
about the club that ran in
February. Landsberg said the anicle caused a " huge surge" in cafe
openings across the country,
including one in Evanston that
has yet to meet up.
Scientist Sean Carroll, assistant p rofessor in the physics
department at the Enrico Fermi
Institute and the Kavli Institute
for Cosmological Physics at the
U of C, was the speaker in attendance for the first mee'ting.
Carroll addressed the issue of
time and how it travels forward,
and not backward. Carroll said
that the audience turnout of 40 to
50 people with little to no formal
science background was a success.
"The nice thing about having it
at a bar or a cafe is it feels more
like a bunch of people getting
together to talk rather than just
sitting and listening to someone
else hand down their wisdom
from on top," Carroll said.
For many individuals the topic
of science is intimidating with
complex terms and ideas that
require details and years of study.
Those involved in the cafe say
that doesn' t always have to be the
case. Landsberg said the first
topic of time and cosmology, the
study of the physical universe in
terms of space and time, was an
easy choice because of Carroll's
background in the subject and his
ability to translate technical
terms to conversational issues.
Map
Room owner Laura
Blasingame agrees that Carroll
was a good choice. Blasangame
said that Carro ll was good at

keeping the audience's attention.
"He was very careful [about]
not going over people's heads
[and] making people feel stupid,"
Blasingame said.
Landsberg and Carroll both
agree that events like the cafe
that bring together scientists and
non-scientis ts don ' t happen
enough in the city. Landsberg
said that many people in the science community are hoping the
cafe will be a gateway for more
public interest in the subject. He
said studies have indicated that
people show the most interest in
science while in elementary and
middle schools but lose that
interest as the subject becomes
stricter in high school and college.
" I think people forget that science is fun and creative, and [scientists] are reall y insane,"
Landsberg said. "They' re doing
bold and audacious things; one of
our people built an observatory
the size of the state of Rhode
Island in Argentina. They:re really excited and passionate about
it."
Though no future plans are set
in stone, Landsberg hopes to
have the cafe take place once a
month due to the positive feedback from the fll'St one. He said
that there's one thing that makes
the combination of science and
bars so enticing.
"My informal study has shown
that scientists and non-scientists
(both] like lots of beer,"
Landsberg said.
..
For more information about
Caje Scientifique in Chicago,
visit www.cafescientifique.org

T h e C hronicle: A n
Incon venient Truth is partly
about yo u. Why did you
d ecide to :nctude some d eeply
p ersonal moments in the
film'!
Gore: It wasn't my idea. It was
the director, David
Guggenheim, who sugge•red
that. I would 'lOt have thought
to do that. I would not really
have wanted to do that, but he
convinced me that tl•ere 's
something very different about
a movie compared to a live
presentation. When someone is
there o nstagc, even if it's me,
you have a connection because
the person may fall over dead.
You don't know. There's a dramatic tensicn , but that does not
translate to the screen. So you
have to supply :hat. This is
David Guggenheim talking. I'm
recounti.tg his argument to me.
He said p~ople connect to peopie. and you have to provide a
narrative thread that allows the
audience to connect to a charactcr or character; on the screen.
and he said you' re it. You're
the only character in th1s
movie.
How did he earn your trust?
By then, he had [already]

people come out of the movie
earned my trust. We had
become close friends, and I
and say, "OK, I am getting a
hybrid. I'm getting a clock therknew that whatever he did he
mostat. I'm changing this and
would do wei!. So I agreed to
that." That 's why I have tried to
do that, and he embarked on a
set of interviews that were far
refer to this movie as the u ltimore indepth than any I've ever · mate action movie because it
gets the audience to take action.
had . He had more time, which
was on~ reason. Each of the
I hope and I know that with
interviews was hours and hours. some it does.
What w as th at like?
It was very difficult, to tell you
the truth. It was almost like
psychoanalysis or something. It
was like peeling layers of the
onion one right after the other.
Questions that you mayt>e have
answered a thousand times, he
then said, "OK. Well why?"
And I would answer that. "Well
why?" But after awhile, it actually resulted in me digging so
deeply that I discovered new
things about myself.
How do audiences s how their
gratification for what you've
done with All /nconven iellt
Truth and your slideshows?
I've had a number of ex periences where people who came
as skeptics came up afterward
and said, " You convinced me.
I'm done. Sign me up." That's
the whole objective. Lots of

To ta ke action politically?
Well , personal action. Yo u
know, the person is the political, but it operates on bo th levels, I think.
How long d id it take you to
m aster Keynote, t h e Apple
equivalent of Power Poin t?
Keynote is a fantastic program,
and it took me not very long to
get the ba>ics, but to become
really proficient at it, about
four years so far. I actually do a
lot of that myse lf. but I have a
little graphic design shop that 1
hired out of Mountain View,
Calif., and every few weeks I
go back there to get them to
clean it up . They look at what
I've done and go, "Oh, my
God. What is this?" It actually
works out line when you do the
play mode, but when someone
who knows what they're doing

looks at it, it's like it's done by
an idiot savant. It's a fun program. If you do one thing for
long enough, you'll get it down.
Do you ever feel like you' re
just going through the
motions when you ' r e giv ing
your slides how presentation?
No, I don't. One reason I don' t
is I add slides or move slides
around literally after every single time I s how it. I'm always
changing it, and it's a little like
looking for shells at the beach.
After every tide, it 's completely
new. I don't want to overdo this
but it's true. I do learn from it
almost all the time. Scanning
all these websites that these scientists use to look for the new
studies and look for the new
reports, I try to integrate them
into the slideshow. Often, as
they come out, they will 3lso
change the way one s hould
interpret stuff that is already in
there. I've gone back and
changed the sequence a little bit
because of the new stuff that
has come out.
Why do you think environmental problems have not
been addressed by our political system but have in other

countries?
This conversation o f democracy
is not operating the way that it
should. This movie is, in part. a
way to break into that conversation with a medium that takes
the tru th of this crisis-it is a
planetary emergency- and
takes the truth straight to the
American people. Even tho ugh
the threshold action based on
know ledge is now absurdly
high , I think that those o f us
who are deeply concerned
about kick-s tarting a response
to this have a powerful a lly in
Mother Nature, whose voice
has been increasingly difficult
to ignore in that last couple of
years.
How optimistic a re you that
we can solve many of these
environmen tal problems'?
I'm optimi suc. I've been trymg
to deliver this message for 30
years, and now the debate is
over. What's there to debate?
There are f1ve points that the
global scienti tic community has
agreed on. Global warming 1s
real; we're the main cause of 1t;
the results are catastrophic; we
need to fix 11 now; and it's not
too late.

Help create a family.
Chicago's first and most highly
respected program is looking for
the following:
EGG DONORS

$5,000 compensation to healthy women between the ages of
2o-2g to be anonymous egg donors. Donors will be.evaluatl!q.
take medication and undergo a minor surgical pr
e.
Serious inquiries only.

GESTATIONAL SURROGATES
Minimum compensation $20,000. Healthy women between the
ages af 21-35 who have grven btrth to at least one child.
www.arn.com

773.

7315 847.446.1001
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Playing
Around
While traditional sports require competitiveness, endurance and self-determination, "extreme" sports also require a hunger for adrenaline. Chronicle photographers ventured out in search of these athletes.
They found industrial surfers in Whiting, Ind. (bottom left) These earlymorning warriors geared up in full-body suits and ventured into Lake Michigan's
still-frigid late winter/early spring waters, carefully stepping around the waste that
cluttered the beach.
Next, our photographers headed to northwest suburban Algonquin, Ill. to
track down snowboarders at Raging Buffalo Snowboard Park. Snowboarders were
performing 360s (bottom center) and forcing their way to the bottom of the hill, only
to find themselves venturing to the top again (center right). In Joliet, o~ photographers captured a paintballer in action (bottom right) at Challenge Park Xtreme.
Back in Chicago, mass groups of bikers met downtown to ride through the
streets (center) for Critical Mass, and the city's own professional women's football
team, The Force, (upper left) gave a traditional sport an untraditional twist.
These "weekend warriors" exhibit the sort of competitive spirit and passion
that professional athletes are glorified for.

Dan Ciskey/The Chronicle
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Joe Menu's 'Boy Detective' debuts on stoge
'Hairstyles of the Damned' author's latest book also being converted info play
By Sam Libretti/Associate Editor
Joe Mcno considers hnnself
lucky. He is only tn his early 30s
and has had nine plays produced
and fiye books published. His
book lfairstyies of the Damned
received widely posi tive reviews
a nd has so ld about 70.000
copies.
But the Columbia fic tion writing instructor also reahzes that
tnere are some things in life that
don "t go as planned, and they
often don "t come w ith simple
explanatio ns. This is the central
theme to his upcoming book. The
Boy Delectil"e Fails, which is
simultaneously being converted
into a play. While the book won't
be re leased until Septemher. the
play opens May 13 at the Viaduc t
Theatre. 3 111 N. Western Ave .
Meno said that young detective
novels like The Hardy Boys and
Encyclopedia Brown served as a
sort of inspiration for The Boy

Deteclive Fails.
'·In those books. there was
always an answer at the end-they always found out who did
what and why," be said. "But as I
gN older, I realized that things
don ' t always happen that way. So
here I' m trying to show what
happens when there '.s not a stmple answer for everything."
The play is being produced by
the theater company House lbeatre
of Chicago. II begins as a sort of
epilogue abou: what happened to a
trio of youngsters who solved
important mysteries and helped to
jail a number of criminals.

At the play's start, the main
character, Billy Argo. has grown
into a young adu lt and is trying
to tic up the loose ends from the
trio's fina l (and unsolved) mystery: the kidnapping and death o f
a young girl.
What complicates Billy 's situation is the fact that his sister had
committed suicide shortly after
police declared the case unsolvable: he and his best friend were
not on speaking terms, and he was
living in a home for the " mentally
unstable" after trying to follow in
his sister 's footsteps and take his
own life. Not to mention there is a
demented o ld professor from
Billy's past also living in the
home who periodically hatches
unsuccessful schemes to kill the
"boy detective."
Shawn Pfautsch, a founding
member of House Theatre of
Chicago plays the role of Billy.
He saitl that as soon as he read
Meno's script, he was drawn to
it.
" II doesn 't happen very often
that you read something and
immediately know you need to
be a part of it," Pfautsch said.
"But looking at this thing once, I
knew it was something that I
absolutely had to do."
Meno said that he is a longtime
fan of House Theatre of Chicago,
which recently celebrated its
fifth birthday. The author was
drawn to the company's penchant
for productio ns that deal in
com ic book-style situations,

which he said worked well for
"The Boy Detective Fails."
Nathan Allen, the play's director and ano ther founding member
of the House, said that the company was excited for the chance
to produce Meno's work for a
variety o f reasons, including the
fact that "The Boy Detective
Fails" will be the first House production from an outside writer.
"We were all fa ns of Joe's
work." Allen said . " When we
saw what he was working on, we
knew it would trans late we ll to
what we typically do in a show.
Having a script like Joe's combined with what we do has been
great."
Typical Ho use plays often use
methods tha t allow for some
audience participatio n. A llen
sa id that in the past the company
has staged partially 3-D plays
and passed o ut 3-D glasses to the
audience.
To coincide with the " detective" theme of the play, Meno
sa id that the audience will
receive decoder rings to use during the play. When the book is
re leased, readers wi II a lso be
able to use a decoder on the
book 's flaps.
Meno said that while the play
shows that there isn ' t a tidy
answer for all of life's mysteries,
it also shows that while trying to
find those answers, it is possible
to find something positive.
" What makes me happiest is
when there is a to tal sense of

prepare to
rehearse a scene in 'Boy Detective Fails,' a play written by
author and Columbia instructor Joe Meno. The play opens May
13 at the Viaduct Theatre, 3111 N. Western Ave.
chaos and mystery," he said.
" But along with that, you can
find something that you maybe
weren't looking for, like love."

'The Boy Detective Fails· by
Joe Meno opens at the Viaduct
Theatre, 3111 N. Western Ave. , on
May 13 and runs through July 1.

Shows are Thursday, Friday and
Saturday at 8 p .m. and Sunday a/
7 p .m. Tickets with a student ID
are $10 each. For more information call the House Theatre of
Chicago at (773) 251-2195.

li

Mass at Old St. Mary

1500 S. Michigan Ave.

8:30 & 11om

Mass at UCC Dorm

9pm
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Boot Camp Public Beta
Macs do Windows, too.

Boot Camp lets you install Windows XP without moving your Mac data.
For more information, check out http://www.apple.com/ macosx/bootca mp

Story by Jennifer Sabella
Photographs by Erin Mash, Mauricio Rubio and Michael Jarecki

If you're tired of listening to your roommates fight, fed up with
~ike dorm security or just want to get more out of your
city liVing experience, perhaps it's time to venture out of the
dose-knit South Loop donnitory scene. There are more than I00
neighborhoods and communities in O.icago and thousands of
restaurants,. bars and sweet apartments in most of them.
While Lakeview, Wrigleyville and Wicker Park have already been
discovered and conquered by yuppies, hipsters and more well-off
college students, (bringing uber-high rents and expensive businesses
with them) there are other neighborhoods just a hop, skip and a
jump from Columbia. And they're definitely worth checking out

PILSEN
This Near South West Side gem has been the topic
of many-a-news story and the center of much talk of
gentrification in the past few years, but it remains a
mostly-Hispanic, family-centered neighborhood with
a pretty amazing art scene.
Gettin' around: The UIC/Halsted stop on the Blue
Line, #8 Halsted Bus, 18th Street Blue Line stop, and
it's actually a short bike ride to Columbia if you're
inclined.
If you're hungry: Nuevo Leon, ISIS W. 18th St.,
has not-so-run-of-the-mill Mexican food and is also
BYOB. Can't beat that.
If you need a drink: Skylark, 2149 S. Halsted St.,
has a fantastic beer list, a cool photo booth and really good food. There is plenty of room to si t and chat
with friends and even if you don't live in Pilsen, this
bar is worth the trip.
What the hood-rats say: GabyValdez or Miss
Gab, a 22-year-old DePaul University student and
local OJ, moved to Pilsen last year and has no desire
to go elsewhere. "I like Pilsen because it's a real
neighborhood," Valdez said. "There are litde businesses and people sit on their front steps. Many
people don't think about it but there's actually a
pretty cool mix of people. My next-door neighbors
are an artist and a little, old Mexican couple. It's not
hipster central."
Finding an apartment: You can get a great place
in Pilsen for a really good price. Rents vary, as
always. But two- and three-bedroom ap.artments are
currendy listed for anywhere from $SSO to $1 ,200
per month. Valdez recommended walking around the
neighborhood and checking for "for rent" signs,
which is also a good way to get to know the area.

Just north ofWrigleyville lies a neighborhood that
has managed to avoid the Cubs craziness and the
ridiculously priced apartments that go with it. From
the beautiful St. Mary of the Lake church to its close
proximity to the lake, this neighborhood has a very
tight-knit community feel at an affordable price.
Gettin' around: The Sheridan Red Line stop, the
Wilson Red Line stop, #22Ciark Street bus, Lake
Shore Drive and the lovely Lake Shore bike path.
If you're hungry: Thai Aroma, 4144 N. Broadway,
has traditional Thai favorites at a pretty low price.
Alma Pita, 4600 N. Magnolia Ave., Unit F. is a great
Middle Eastern place with lots of vegetarian options.
If you need a drink: When food and drink intertwine in Uptown, it is glorious. Holiday Club, 4000
N. Sheridan Road, has great drink specials, karaoke
nights, a jukebox filled with everything from Sinatra
to the Kills, fantastic buffalo wings, pizza and a photo
booth. It's bas,ically the ultimate bar. The Bar on
Buena, 910 W. Buena Ave., has a variety of food and
a large beer list as well, with food and drink specials
most days of the week.
What the hood-rats say: Steve Groom, a
Columbia grad and Buena Park local, said that he
didn't have the money to stay in the pricey South
Loop dorms but is satisfied with hi s neighborhood
of choice. "Everyone says W icker Park's where it's at,
but I feel like we've got more trees than most neighborhoods, and strangely enough that makes me feel
way better than if I were living downtown or som~
thing," Groo m said. "It makes all the difference."
Finding an apartment: You can use an agency like
Apartment People or Chicago Apartment Finders, or
just scour the Chicago Reader, Craigslist.org and
other apartment listings. Prices can be high in
Uptown, but there are some cheap places as well. A
two-bedroom will run you anywhere from $800 to
$1 ,400 per month, but there are lots of big places
too. If you don't mind roommates, three and four
bedrooms might be the way to go.

Lincoln Square, a bit west of Uptown, is one of
those C hicago neighborhoods that has that cozy,
homey, childhood-memories feel to it-and families
agree. It's difficult to walk down Lincoln Avenue
without bein:; run over by a stroller, but if you're
looking for a quaint neighborhood with a mellower
feel to it, Lincoln Square is the place to be.
Ge ttin' around: The Western Brown Line, Lincoln
Avenue bus and Ravenswood Avenue Metra stop at
Lawrence Avenue.
If you're h~ngry: Bistro Campagne, 4518 N.
Lincoln Ave., is a local favorite. University of Illinois
at Chicago grad and Lincoln Square resident Kevin
Kitchen raved about the French bistro. "[It] really
knocks out most people who try it for the first
time," Kitchen said via e-mail. "They specialize in
organic foods, have a great wine list and in the sum·
mer they have a great little patio for alfresco dining.
It's the bee's knees, baby."
If you need a drink: Bars are not hard to come by
in Lincoln Square. The Horseshoe, 41 15 N. Lincoln
Ave., is a councry-western-themed bar with Quarter
Beer Night on Tue~days. That's right. One quarter for
• bee.: If you're looking for a long list of whiskey,
scotch and brews, The Grafton Pub & Grill, 4530 N.
Lincoln Ave .. is where it's at. T he Irish-owned and
operated pub is a favorite of Old Town School of
Music regulars, and you can find live bands playing
Irish tunes on Wednesd ~ys and Sundays.
What the ho od-rats say: "Granted, those new
dorms in the South loop look pretty flashy," Kitchen
said via e-mail. "But come on! They're still dorms. You
still live in a closet with a complete stranger or two
(or three1). Hippies will enjoy the numerous out·
door spots friendly to hacky-sack and Frisbee, while
the indielemo type can find ma~y lovely places to be
sullen. Goth kids are not welcome in Lincoln Square
currently, but we residents are working hard to
change t his."
Finding an apartment Two-bedroom apartments
in lincoln Square can be cheap. Kitchen has a two·
bedroom garden unit for $575 per month, but gen·
e rally two-bedroom places range anywhere fro m
$700 to $1 ,400 per mo nth. listings are loaded with
lincoln Square places, so find ing avai lable apartments
shouldn't be a pro blem.

Just southwest of Wicker Park, the Ukrainian Village
is close enough to all the action but far enough from
it for affordability's sake. While it's a bit of a hike
from the t rain, there are plenty of other ways to gee
around, and everything you need is within walking
distance.
G ettin ' around: The Damen and Division Bl ue Line
stops are a bit of a walk, but doable. There are also
buses you can catch off these ·lines. The Damen,
Division and Chicago buses are key for living in the
area. Bike lanes are plentiful as well.
If you 're hungry: The Alliance Bakery, 1736 W.
Division St., is a great place to sic, drink coffee, read
a book and munch on their wide array of tasty
baked goods. Bob San, 1805 W. Division St., is sushi·
heaven. It gives you warm towels and has a full bar
of tasty Japanese beers. And sake, of course.
If you need a drink: lnnertown Pub, 1935 W.
Thomas St., is a classic neighborhood bar set off
from the busy streets. When you're in search of a
place with character where you can have a conver·
sacion, $2.50 pints and free pool, this is your place.
What the hood-rats say: A college grad from
England, who prefers to remain anonymous for the
sake of legality, came to Chicago this year and found
herself living in the Ukrainian Village due co its cheap
rent. "I love all the little Czech, Ukrainian and Polish
bars that litter these streets and all the depressive
alcoholic [people] that spend their days in them,"
she said. "I hate the trendy Wicker Parkians chat
strut around in places like Rainbo [Club, a bar on
Damen Avenue,] like they rule this city."
Finding an apartm e nt: Apartments can get steep
the closer you get to Wicker Park, but stay a bit
south and you're golden. Places range anywhere
from $750 to $1 ,800 for two bedrooms

Many people who loved W icker Park but didn't love
the high costs and a slew of young professionals tak·
ing over the neighborhood headed north co logan
Square. logan Square, like Pilsen, is another center of
the gentrification debate, but since it's such a diverse
and interesting neighborhood, it's understandable
why lots of people are discovering it.
Gettin' arou nd: The Californ ia, Western and logan
Square Blue Line stops are right in the l ogan Square
neighborhood. The Milwaukee bus and the 24-hour
Western Avenue bus are also pretty handy.
If you're hungry: lula Cafe, 2537 N. Kedzie Ave., is
a hot spot in logan Square. lula has lots of organic
and vegetarian options, as well as a widely praised
weekend brunch menu.
If you need a drink: logan Square is dive-bar cen·
tral. The Whirl away lounge, 3224 W. Fullerton Ave., is
a small, cheap bar that many have grown to love in
recent years. This is probably due to the fact chat the
bar's owner/bartender, Maria, remembers nearly
every patron's name and drink--€ven if you've only
been in there once or twice.The Mutiny, 2428 N.
Western Ave., is another cheap place, where you can
find live· music, a pool table and a rather interesting
jukebox (example: MetaUica, Thin Lizzy and W ill
Smith).
What the hood-r ats say: Eliza Hajek, a Columbia
film graduate, said in an e-mail that she wished she
had discovered the Square sooner. 'The dorms are
so loud and expensive and, for sure, not as lenient as
some would like. I don't regret living there for my
first year, because I think it's easier to meet people
chat way. But there are so many students (mostly
film) living in logan Square anyway. I totally miss
logan Square. I live in the Hollywood Hills now, and
it's pretty lame."
Fi nding an a partm e nt : Apartments in logan
Square are generally pretty. vintage places with low
prices. Two-bedroom apartments will run you anywhere from $800 to $ 1,300, but there are deals all
over the place; just keep your eyes open.
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Join the staff of the award-winning
ColumbiaChronicle and build a solid
resume of work. The Chronicle is
seeking the following: Assistant Campus
· News Editors, Assistant City News Editors,
Assistant Arts and Entertainment Editors,
. Copy Editors, Photographers, Web Designers,
Graphic Designers and Advertising ·
Account Representatives.
•
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No ioke for 'Mission: Impossible Ill' director
J.J. Abrams discusses his influences, working with crazy old Tom Cruise
By Philip Wuntch/KRT

Shortly after producer and star
Tom Crui>e approached J.J.
Abrams to direct Mission:
Impossible Ill, Abrams had
vtsions of Ashton Kutcher.
" ! was in apoplectic shock
when Tom firs t talked tc me,"
Abrams sa id in a recent telephone conversation. " [ kept
expecting Ashton to suddenly
appear out of nowhere and say,
' You've been Punk' d .' Why
would Tom trust me with a movie
like this?''
It's not as outrageous as the
director seems to think. Although
Mission: Impossible III is
Abrams' fi rst film, he has also
worked on "Lost;' "Alias" and
"Felicity."
" It becomes a full circle, actually," Abrams said. " I loved all
the ' Mission: Impossible' television shows- just crazy about
them. 'Alias' showed the influence of my love for the TV
series, and it was 'Alias' that
influenced Tom. He asked me to
do the movie before ' Lost' premiered."

Despite his television renown,
Abrams is not influenr.ed by hig
names in Hollywood . For example, he had not seen any footage
of Capote when he cast Philip
Seymour Hoffman as Mission:

Impossible III' s supremely nasty
villai n.
"I'm glad I hadn 't seen any of
Capote," he said. " It was such a
flawless performance, 1 would
have · · ~en too intimidated to
expect him to take my direction."
And Abrams reall y comes
across as genuine. He sounds like
a team player, and he sought to
return onscreen teamwork to the
Mission: Impossible franchise.
" I loved the way the series
itself embraced teamwork," he
said. "That had a huge impact on
the series, seeing this group of
incredibly sophisticated spies
working together. I don' t mean to
talk against the first two movies,
but the first M : I killed off the
team early. And the second M : I
really had no team at all."
Abrams wanted the new
Mission: Impossible to have
humor and humanity, which he
has added by making Cruise's
character, Ethan Hunt, into an
individual person.
"I wanted a personal story, but
I didn ' t want the movie to take
itself too seriously," Abrams
said. Three of his favorite movies
are North by Northwest, Raiders
of the Lost .Ark and Th e
Philadelphia Story. "Part of the
fun of North by Northwest is that

it tells you that it's OK if you
don' t always understand what's
going on. Just have fun watching
it. Raiders has that quality, too."
He said The Philadelphia Story
flows beautifu ll y because it's
based on a play from the 1940s
era, but it never looks stagebound.
Cruise did his own stunts to
create more reali stic action
sequences
Mission:
for
Impossible Ill.
"At times I thought I was
incredibly stupid to let Tom do
his own stunts," Abrams said.
" But he committed himself completely, both phys icall y and emotionally, to the fil m."
The film 's many locales
include Shanghai, Berlin and
Rome. In Rome, the cast and
crew shot outside the Vatican but
were not allowed inside. A palace
near Naples doub led for the
Vatican 's interior.
Some critics have pegged
Mission : Impossible Ill as superior to the fi rst two entries, with
Abrams emerging as a hot property. He said he would possibly
produce two new films and
maybe direct one of them, but he
wouldn 't name them.

JOIN KUUMBA LYNX AS WE CELEBRATE
10 YEARS OF ARTS AND ACTIVISM
FridayMay19th 7- 11pm
Anniversary Kick Off- all ages party!
At';ernatives Inc., 4700 N. Sheridan
$S donation at door.
Saturday May 20th 1Oam-Spm

"y Anniversary Celebration
~'Ml'M~fff/J

~

· Workshops, art exh ibit, performances,
food, and more!
Clarendon Park, 4501 N. Clarendon
FREE for everyone!

KUUMBA LYNX CELEBRATES A
DECADE OF EDUTAINMENTI
Kuumba Lynx works to provide
access to arts and social justice work
for youth and their communities.
Programs foster creative expression
in a non-judgmental space, preserve
community stories. and explore
the original elements of Hip-Hop
while providing excellence in
Interdisciplinary Performance and
Cultural Art fo rms.

~
~~::-n>c~

Kuumba lyl"lx is an Arts PaMer with the Chicago
Pallt District.Clarendon Park.
This P<olect Is sponsored by Illinois Art Council,
a <tate agency, and Oty Ans I.

Saturday June 24th 5:30pm-1 Opm
Spring Gala and Silent Auction

with guest speaker Efe McWorter
The Mexican Fine Arts Center Museum
1852 W. 19th St.
$50 includes food, entertainment, and
entry to current museum exhibits.
Discount for groups of 10 or more.
Saturday July 22nd 11 am-Spm
The Uptown Hip-Hop Arena and
UNITY Fest
Breakin' I MC/ Black book battles, children's
activit ies, live performances, food, vendors
and more!
Truman College, 1100 W. Wilson Ave.
FREE entry to all ages!

I

i
he wanted to add a personal element to To m Cru ise's character, Ethan Hunt. T he film opened May 5 .

FILM CLUB PRESENTS
ESCAPE FROM REALITY !!!
FRIDAY tv1AY 5- 7 pm

The Gore Gore Girls (1972)
Directed by Herschell G ordon Lewis
Hokin Hall-1st floor 623 South Wabash
MONDAY MAY 8- 7 pm

Freaks (1932)
Directed by Tod Browning
Collins Hall-# 602 624 South Michigan
T UESD AY MAY 9- 7 pm

Bryond the Vallry of the D olls (1970)
Directed by Russ Meyer
Hokin H all-1st floor 623 South Wabash
WE DNESDAY MAY 10 - 7 pm

The Killer(l989)
Directed by Joh n Woo
Collins Hall-#602 624 South Michigan
T HURSDAY tv1AY 11 - 7 pm

For more info call: 773-550-3849/4229
or e-mail: kuumbalynx@yahoo.com

Dead A live (1991)
Directed by Peter Jackson
Collins Hall-# 602 624 South rvlichigan
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Crossword
ACROSS
; Qualified
5 Su;pa.o;.o;es
10 Tombst::>n£

fosh ion@columbio
Airielle Owens,

a freshman television production
major, said she likes
to be comfortable
in what she wears,
but she likes to
look good as well.
"Comfort is the
main ingredient for
my fashion, and I
like to show a little
skin," Owens said.
She sports a Roca
Wear jogging suit
that she said she
got at an independent clothing store
on the South Side,
and carries her
things around in a
stylish knapsac,k.
Owens said she
likes to shop at
Essex 5, a boutique
in the Plaza
Shopping Center at
97th Street and
Western Avenue,
and stores in the
Water Tower Mall.
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2nu Gospel
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.?4 ·eeau _ .
27 Lubricate
28 Like Amy
Lowell's poetry
32 Segments
36 Male U"oeep
37 Fry llghUy
38 ShoW su•ptlse
39 Rewred fogure
4 : Crownlet
43 Needle case
44 Buenos _
46 Steps owr a
fence

48 Lemieux mUieu
49 PhiloSOPher
Josiah
50 "''tlung
Frani<snsteln"
director
52 Can pull
54 Assad's country
55 Actress Justine
59 Buries
63 _ -triendly

64 Mark sale items
67 Demonic
68 Writer O'Casey
69 Author of
"Psycho"
70 Prego rival
7 ~ Gaps "' Scots
72 Frozen rain
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9 Look alter
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Aries (March 21 - April 20): You will graduate from college and become wildly
successful as the host of a new game show, 'The Most Dangerous Game." That
means people will be hunting people under your watch; way to go'

•

Taurus (April 21 - May 21 ): You will watch one too many daytime TV shows and
actually become your greatest fear: That person who sits on the couch and wztch·
es daytime TV shows. Better luck next time .

•

Gemini (May 22 - June 2 1): I will tell you what I see in the cards tor you; in the
cards I see for you what only I can see in the cards, and I can see that you arc in
the cards. Oh no, I've gone cross-eyed.
Cancer (June 22 - July 23): Little did you know. you're destined to be President
of the United States when you're older. Yeah, Bush really lowered the bar.
, ..

Leo (July 24 - Aug. 23): You will plummet 30 stories after you accidentally fall

~ out the window of your friend's high-rise apartment, but you will end up without
~ a scratch. Remarkable. really, but the neighborhood still has to bum you at the

stake for it, pagan.
Virgo (Aug. 24 - Sept. 23): You are destined to work in department stores for the
greater part of your future. and you know what really sucks about that? The perfume smell from the beauty counters renders you unable to feel any longer.

~ Libra (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23): Your toot itches. Wow- I'm good! How the hell did t
~know that?

Scorpio (Oct. 24 - Nov. 22): You will change your name to Stinky Whizzleteets
and become a camie. Ironically, you will be the happiest person in the world
because or it.
Sagittarius (Nov. 23 - Dec. 2 1): This week, you·n be walking down the street ut
night in the South Loop when u strange man will unexpectedly pop out of a gutter
nnd cut your soul.
Cupricurn (Dec. 22 - Jun. 20): Go hog wild!
~
~

Aquarius (Ju.t. 2 1 Feh. 19): The Kool-Aid mnn is goint~to bust thmugh ) llltr
wullund suy. "Oh, y~..:cecuh" this wcck.und you'll be telling uml rc-tdling the
story for the rest of your lit'<l.
l'isccs (Feb. 20 - Mur. 20): You're nnic\l kid. Too hud lnegh:ctc'\1 you nml tl\\ltc'll
you poorly, even though thnt 's ull your thcmpist over S1tid ynu could hope thr.
SlliT)' ubout thut.
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Reviews
••

Tile Rorrorpops
Bring it On!

•• •

Garlic and Sapphires
Ruth Retchl

••

Mission: Jmposs lble

ru

Directed by J .J.
Abmntf

•••••
•••••
Alicia Oorr

••

This band brinp back memories of my Rd lipstick, leopTile Old Haunts
ard-print shirt and cuffed
Fuel on Fire
Levi's rockabilly days. Their
new album is annoyiog (especially the title IJ'ack) but some
of it makes me want to call up
my old friends, get drunk and
listen to Hell Yeah!, the band's
first album. - J. Sabeita

T his story chronicles food crit- •
•
•
•
J udas Goat Quarterly
ic Ruth Reichl's difficult life
as a "celebrity." Reichl writes
Spring 2006
that as a critic restaurant owners and chefs often rejected
her due to their fear of a
scathing review, leading her to
wear dis guises just to get a
damn meal. The book is fairly
entertaining and recommended
for half-asleep easy summertime reading. - T. Breyne

••••

The Old H aunts are a less talented version of the White
Stripes and are childish guitar
solo gods. Fuel on Fire bas its
own version of creepy modem
rock ' n' roll, but variety is
nilcb on this album. If you've
beard one song, you've beard
them all. Only recommended
if you' re bored and it's free.
- T..Breyne

•••

Left Alone
Lonely Starts and
Broken Hearts
l.:ON .SL.
BtA, JU$

.!.
i; ... onz.:~
I
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•••••

1l1e newest zine from local.
self-proclai med alarmist Grant Juxtapoz
Schreiber has gone down fro m May issue
standard to digest s1ze, but 11
hasn't lost any o f its brilliance.
The best p iece in this episode
is about all of the ways the
world could end, but it's also
worth tracking down for the
newes t campfi re song sensation, " If you ' re resigned to
your existence, clap your
hands!" - A. Dorr

••••

Despite every indication that
this album should suck- the
lame picture on the front , the
color scheme, the albwn and
song titles- it doesn 't. It really works that slipped-down,
coked-up sound and actually
passes for legitimate '80s
punk rock, ~vhich is
respl!ctable. Unfortunately,
they 're 20 years too late.
- M . Byrne
T his art culture mag+.\/IIH.:
loves to do ston es ahout art 1st:-.
who arc tcstmg the bounda ries, and this issue as nu thfferent. The feature " on
t athan Cabrera, who has created an army of ltti:-sJtC
"toys," li ke a g1rl scout on a
low-ride bike holdmg a shotg un . Read the tssuc to lind
out what else he's been workM . Byrne

If you dislike Tom Cruise,
don 't see this movie. It's com- Friends with Money
Directed by Nicole
pletely about him. Cruise's
Holofcenter
character, Ethan Hunt, is
engaged to a Katie Holmes
look-alike, and it seems like
all he talks about is getting
married to her. Scientology is
also played around with in the
sense that Philip Seymour
Hoffman looks v<~guely like L.
Ron Hubbard. -fl. Clauss

This melancholy movie about,
United 93
well, friends with money (and
a friend without it), was one of Directed by Paul
Greengrass
those I never expected to like
"so much." But the cast was
superb. and the ftlm captured
the struggle that the human
experience sometimes is quite
well, reinforcing the adage
that money can't buy happiness. - J . Fischer

Never before have l been in a
theater w here 400 people are
left speechless for minutes
after the end of a movie. For
an in-your-face account of the
chaos on 9/ 11, U11ited 93 is a
must-see. And if your heart
rate is any less than 150 beats
per minute by the end of the
film, call a doctor because
something is seriously wrong
with you. - J. Cagle

She's funn y. cute and matches •
Air conditioning in
with any o utfit . She also
makes work 95 percent more
May
amusing and can drink with
the best of 'em. T-he downside
is, she has a very busy schedule, and I cannot put her 111 my
pocket and carry her around
with me for constant amusement. Damn you, Alicia Dorr!
Damn you! - J. Sabella

The suns hine is beaming down
in the warm, toasty way that
reminds us summer is near.
Why, then, do I feel like I' m
stepping into a freezing-cold
meat locker whenever I enter
the Journalis m Department?
Come on, people! Air conditioning ought to be reserved
for summer's most sweltering
days. - J. Fischer

••••

Tuesdays and Sundays mea n
half-off martinis at the Kit Kat
Lo unge, 3700 N. ll alstcd St. It
o ffers a wide se lection, and
none of th em di sappomt .
Some favorites incl ude the
Blue Hawai i, choco late chtp
cookie and watermelon martinis. But beware. A drag q ueen
will interrupt all conversations
to the typical lip-synchcd
lounge routine. It 's better to Sit
outside. - H. Clauss

H alf-off ma rtinis at the
Kit Kat Lounge

Premium Blend
Taking a closer look at Chicago's local bands
While many bands don't like to think that they're
poppy. catchy or anything close to mai nstream and TRLworth)', Made in Hollywood strives for just that. Formed
in July 2005. the bar.d- Brian Lee on lead vocals and
guitars, Ryan McLain on guitar, RJ'De Young on bass and
Tim Mclaughl~n on drums- plays catchy and neatly produced sor.gs with a touch of electronic funk. Lee and
De Young both played in bands for awhile before they
jcined •.1p with Mclaughlan and evenrually McLain when
he moved to Chicago about a year ago. The boys have
played thetr fa ir s hare of quality shows already; their first
was opening for Mes t at The Vic Theater, they were the
flfSt band to play during ABC's Thanksgiving Par3de and
they have also opened for local band Lucky Boys
Confusion. They are currently working on an EP to help
acquire a label and hope to s tart touring this summer.
McLain took some time to talk to The Chronicle.
The Chronicle: You guys have all played in bands
before. Were you all looking to play the same typ e of
music when you came together?
McLain: I th:nk so. There were kind of a few styles going
on when we first startt.-d. We have some reggae songs that
we do [and] some kind ofpunkish sryle songs. We' re all
on the same page as far as the music that we're playing. I
doo't know how to label it, [but] what it 's come to be is
pop, funk and elecrronic.
Most bands don't like to define themselves as pop ; you
guys don' t mind d escribing yourselves that way.
o, not at all. We are all about the pop. We want to write

Made in Hollywood

hit songs, [and] that's what
we're doing.
You haven ' t bee n a round fo r
even a year but yo u've m anaged to play some not able
shows. How did you ma nage
that ?
It 's because we all have such
extens ive mustcal pasts. I
guess we all have great connections. Tirr. was in a band
that was signed to ew Line
Cinema Records, RJ was on
Lookout! Records with his old
band, Brian was in a band that
was doing really well a couple years ago with the lead
s inger from Showoff, and then I was in a band and we
opened for Good Charlotte and went on tour with
Something Corporate and Everclear. We've all done a lot
of stuff. It's been really easy, and it's weird.
Lead s inger Lee is a lso a violin player, so will yo u guys
incorpo ra te any of that in your songs on the E P?
Actually, we just started to. We just recorded a three-song
demo with producer Mark McClusky (Hit the Lights) a
couple months ago, and on one of(the songs] he pulled
out the violin. The kid's amazing at the violin; I don 't
know how he does it. And piano and whatever he picks
up. He's one of those Asian musical prodigies.

Wha t sh ould listeners expect from th e EP?
I think what we' re going for is definitely the pop. We' re
trying to make the songs as radio-friendly as possible, I
guess. They're trying to write hooks, so we ' re trying to
incorporate funk, which I don't know too many bands that
are doing that right now, which is what we' re [doing to
try] to make ourselves special. [RJ 's father Ray has]
played bass with Sly and the Famil y Stone [when RJ
was growing up] , so RJ loves the funk- he 's got it running through his veins.

Made in Hollywood's next Chicago show is May 27 at
Congress Theater. 2135 N. Milwaukee Ave. For more information visit www.myspace.com/madetnhollywood com

- T. Breyne
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Where do we go from here?

his weekend, Manifest
will mark the conclusion of another spring
semester at Columbia, and
many of us will be looking
forward to a summer break
away from classes. And while
the next schocl year seems a
long time away, Columbia's
administration should begin
taking steps to ;ruly ~!ream
line how this great college
functions. Certainly, issues
such as tuition and enrollment
have been discussed, but now
is the time to begin actually
tackling them.
With more than I0,000 stud~nts enrolled this year and
even more expected in the
future, Columbia's facilities
are already being tested.
Columbia's mission and legacy has been catered to "creative students" who might not
have perfonned as well academically in high school, and
that admirable goal of keeping the doors open as wide as
possible has helped the school
attract a significant number of
applicants.
But, as board of trustees
chairman Allen Turner said at
the April 7 College Council
meeting, '·How big should we
be?" Plans tor an enrollment
cap somewhere in the near
future should be given serious
consideration. The mentality
of the sky being the limit was
fine when the school was
founded. But Columbia's
open enrollment policy will
- directly test how beneficial it
is to the college's ultimate
goal of becoming "the best
student-centered media arts
college in the world."

T

Columbia's administration
needs to begin e.~lablishing
higher standards in which it
accepts its applicants. If
respective departments at the
college are to be seen as the
best in their fields, then
Columbia will have to ensure
that it is educating the students who are the most motivated.
College education is expensive in America. While
Columbia l:Joasts that its
tuition is lower in comparison
with other media arts schools,
how those tuition dollars are
spent reflects on the school as
a whole. More of the money
that each student has invested
could be put toward services
and resources that actually
benefit them.
The administration knows
this, but it cannot afford to
postpone balancing the cost
of attending Columbia with
the size and academic quality
of the students it accepts.
Tuition will go up next year
by 4.75 percent, a figure that
translates to an extra $740.
And if the college is going to
continue to be driven by its
tuition, how that money is
spent now will largely dictate
the donations it hopes to
receive from its alumni~ur
rently, our strongest hope for
a capital campaign.
The Chronicle's April 24
investigation into the various
centers on campus revealed
limited student awareness of
them. Such centers are more
possible fmancially at larger
institutions with solid endowments that can sustain them.
But if organizations such as

BACK FROM THE DRAWING BOARDS

the Story Workshop Institute
and the Center for Teaching
Excellence are not serving
current students, there's little
reason to believe they serve
the college's future either.
While Columbia's location
in Chicago's South Loop is
second to none, more must be
done to create the sense of
community within the college
that cultivates these future
donors. For example, many
have high hopes for a $90
million student center.
But that's really only one
part of the changing student
body. If Columbia hopes that
the demographics of it5 student body continue to reflect
the diverse ethnic makeup of
the city in which it's located,
then a plan will have to be
implemented that reverses the
college's trend of decreasing
minority. enrollment. And perhaps one of the best ways the
school can make this possible
is not only trying to avoid
another tuition increase.
Columbia has offered more
scholarships, and it should
continue looking for ways to
create more.
These are very complicated
issues for the school to handle, but they are also very
real. And as Columbia continues to grow and establish a
reputation as a college that
offers an education second to
none, the administration
needs to make the decisions
regarding which policies are
truly in the school's and students' best interests for the
future. That's a lot of work, to
be sure, but it's going to be a
long summer.

Chris GatlevolThe Chrooicle

Exposing the 'truthiness'
he Whit e House
Correspondents
Association holds an
annual bbck-tie dinner where
the curreni administrotion and
those who report on it set
aside their differ~ces for an
evening to enjoy a few cheap
laughs.
But the April 29 event's
organizers should have
known t hat by in vi ting
Stephen Coibert, host of
Comedy Central's "T he
Colbert Report," to be the
night's featured speaker, the
comedian who consistently
does his job would find a way
to mercilessly cail out ma'ly
of the more than 2,700 in
attendance who have failed to
do theirs.
Standin g j ust feet away
from President Bush, Colbert
praised " hi ~ hero" and
expressed disgust at being
"surrounded by the liberal
media that is destroying
America." He said scandalous
stories--such as the National
Security Agency's wirdappinj!- were ko:pt secret t'or
b.;ing "s upc r- depre ~1s!ng,"
and went on to recall when

T

the press corps was "so good"
because of limited reporting-such as on weapons of
mass destruction intelligence.
"We Americans didn't want
to know, and you had the
courtesy not to try to find
out," Colbert said. "Those
were good times--as far as
we knew."
Colbert's routine wasn't as
well-received as the act he
was following-a segment in
which Bush and impersonator
Steve Bridges exchanged
quips, poking fun at the president's butchering of the
English langr:age.
Colbert effectively did
what any great satirist aims
for: He made his targets
squirm. Because those targets
made up the audience he was
performing in front of, his act
could not have been more
effective. Besides, even the
leading member of the
Supreme Court 's conservative wing, Justice Antonio
Scalia, was laughing.
Mainstream media coverage largely ignored Colbert's
performance in favor of high·
lighting Bush's act. That rein-

forced the idea that the dinner
is what Jon Stewart of " The
Daily Show"-where Colbert
was a correspondent for five
years--described as "where
the President and the press
corps consummate their loveless marriage." But it also
represented the notion
Colbert portrayed as the
media's duty simply bein'g to
write down policies and
report them without asking
further questions.
The American Dialect
Society selected "truthiness,"
a term Colbert coined on the
premiere episode of the
" Report," as its 2005 Word of
the Year. He told CBS' "60
Minutes" that he defmes the
word as "what you want the
facts to be as opposed to what
they are."
Co lb ert 's sharp routine
should cut deep enough to
leave a lasting impression,
one in which future truthiness
given to or reported by the
press corps is sliced in hulf,
hopefully resulting in a com·
mitrnent to always getting the
former half of the 10-letter
word .
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Misbehaving in the dorms (and other stories)
~ · ~ld.J :~tr ·

Managing Editor
Freshman year, when I
lived in the 18 E. Congress
Parkway dorms. I tricked
th~ resident ~dvisers into
t~1inkiug we d idn 't h;,~ve
elcvho! when we really had
a six ·pack of Busch cans,
several bottles of top shel f
liquor and some c~cap port.
\\'hen they knocked on th~
door. we thought we wert
docmed.
But as cne :i·i~nd open~d
the door and th~ other two
stared, comatose and
frightened, I was touched
by an angel of mercy. I
threw a pot over the cans
strewn at Jeff's feet, placed
the port in the sink and
t•Jcked the last bottle in a
drawer behind me as three
RAs walked into the
kitchen. Mandy curbed her
Tipsy McStagger walk as
they pounced on their last
hope, what appeared to be e
beer bottle on Pat's desk.
He grinn ed smugly and
sneered, "Root beer."
! felt this tell--all was a
necessary step in my saying goodbye to Columbia
less because I felt bad
about it and more because I
realized the statute of lnnitattons for my crime has !o
be expired. Besides that,
though, :r is one of tnose
memories that made my
Columbia experi•:nce what

it was-a gag that fit nicely
into a kooky training montlige.
Columbia was at a tipping point when I started
here, so it packed a few
youths into the dorm designated for upperclassmen,
and what did we do to
thank them? Taped my
roommate Hala to the mid·
ri le of the I 0-foot wall.
Needless to say, I quickly
found a way out. The few
times I have been back to
the dorms it's been a different world.
But now, as I'm getti11g
ready to say goodbye to
Columbia, I can see that the
school itself is a different
world. I feel a little like a
granny when I say things
like, " When I started at this
school we didn' t have to
worry about that newfangled Oasis! We waited in
line for our advisers to
punch in the . u.~mbers of
our classes for us!" or,
" When I was a freshm an,
h1psters really meant it
when they cut their hair
iron ically!"
But it's true. In the last
four years, Columbia has
changed at a dizzying pace
and, so have I, both in it
and because of it.
My sophomore year, I
almost couldn't afford tc
come back. I cried in the
f;nancial aid office to no
avail, until one day I was

directed to the unassum ing
door at the other end of the
hall. Inside what I j ust call
" the scholarship office"
was a magical place where
they wijJed my tears away
with hard-earned scholar·
ships.
I loathe thinking about
what would have happened
if I hadn't been able to
come back. Take my
favorite hi story teacher,
Keith Green; I took· every
one of his classes, because
who else finds a way to
sneak a giant race of rats
below the earth's surface
into a lecture on the Black
Plague while never once
getting off topic? Or what
about that guy in one of my
lib-ed classes who sang his
final project in a pinchedball fal setto? You can't get
that stuff at other schools.
Then there are the priceless memories from The
Chron icle, where I learned
to network and interview
professionals and send Eric
Davis out to find photos at
4 p.m. on production day. I
wi ll never have a boss as
awesome as Chris Richert
again because no one will
be wi lling to meet my
demand for a trolley to take
the staff from the school to
a restaurant on Wacke( for
food and drinks.
Finishing up my last
semester of scrool and
hoping for the last time that

$165,200

I d01d plummet to my
death in the aging eleva·
tors, I am feeling sentimental. Co lumbia offered a
wholly distinctive college
experience. The largest
class I ever had was 35
people. Chicago itself was
my campus. The faculty
was not only trained in
their field, but they worked
in it- they cut through the
bullshit and gave me tools I
can use in my field, the
tools I am already using.

Sure, Columbia has
changed and will continue
to change. But if I come
back in I0 years and the
school has a student center,
a quad and a sports team, I
will sti ll know that the
school is different, and it
set me on the path to
become successful in my
career.
And, on top of all this,
nothing can take away the
pride of the time I got the
best of the RA s.

'You' re gonna be oh-OK-ay!'
By Derek Sirurr.
'Commentary Editor

do an awful Keitel impression.
The point is that you're not
dying. I krww it fee ls like it.
Thinking about "taking some time.
off'? I did- twice. Want to transfer? Been there, done that. Shou ld
you change your major? I lost count
of how many times that happened.

Sometim e before graduating
high school, i remember filling out
·a questioPnaire for qumes that
could be used m our yearbooi<. One
question as~ed to complete this
phrase: " 10 y~ars from now I' ll be
... " I wrote the only thing I fe lt certain of: "Bein;; asked what I'll be
doing I 0 years from then."
That was I <l91i. Go fi11.urc
Now that it appears i•ve finally
reached this point where I'm actually going to graduate college,
hopefu!ly this commentary will be
read by the undergraduate who is in
that position of uncertainty about
college that I was in all too often.
Since this is Columbia, I' m fairly
confident this newspaper's readers
are rather creative-- and hav:: also
seen Reservoir Dogs. If you can
recall the scene in which Mr. White
(Harvey Keitel) is driving from the
scene of a robbery, and Mr Omnge
(Tun Roth) is iying in the back seat
But in the end, I came back to
believing that he's going to die
from a gun~hot wound to his belly, journalism. My very first job was a
you' II have a pretty good idea of weekly newspaper route. And after
what I'm trying to tell fOU. I' d I threw a lithe newspapers away for
reach out of this paper, squee7.e a couple weeks in a row, I got fired.
y•)ur hand and sing--:iust like Of course, then I went and got
Keitel--to you, " You're gonna be another newspaper route-a semioh-OK-av! "
daily one. Every morning for near"Say ihe g,oddamn wb r-erds! ly four years, I was up at dawn . Up
until freshman year of high school,
You' re gonna be oh-OK-ay! "
But then you 'd probably tell me I folded newspapers and watched a
to- let go of your hand- and that I program ca lled "Fox Thing in the

The Columbia Chronicle is a student-produced
publication of Columbia t~ollege Chicago and
dc.Es not neces~rily repr~ent. 1n whole or in
part, th6 views of COli~:-: &Omi:1istrators.
faculty or ~tudents.
All lex~ photos and graphics are tile
property of The Columbia Chronicle and may
not be n10roduced or publ ished without
· written permission.

Morning," hosted by Bob Sirott and
'Marianne Murciano.
I ended up going to the same
school as Sirott, having a class with
Murciano and hoping I'd be writing
for a newspaper instead ofjust folding it---or throwing it away.
Of course, for the past three

semesters I' ve already been writing
for a very good newspaper: this
one. I hadn 't really intended to
write for The Chronicle out of fear
of interfering with my classes. But
when professor Dodie Hofstener
told me that she had recommended
me to a fellow by the name of Mark
Anderson for an open position, I
changed my mind.
And anything I wrote was read
for one reason: If I could reach out

Editorials are the opinions o f the Edh:orlal
Board of The Columbia Chronic le.
Columns are the o pinions of the author(s ).

Views expressed In this publication arc those
of the writer and are not tho opinions of The
Columbla Chronicle, Columbia's J ournalism
Department or Columbia College Chicago.

Roamin'
Numerals

of this page again, my index finger
would point directly to each and
every name on that masthead at the
bottom of the opposite page. Their
hard work week in and week out
helped this newspaper look great
and get picked up. A fe llow staff
member told me one night not too
long ago, " I don't think I' ll ever
work with a better staff."
I wanted to be optimistic and
believe I' ll have a career that sees
me working alongside many professionals I wi ll come to call
friends; but at the same time, I didn't disagree with the observation.
And there's names of people that
aren't on that masthead that I've
had the pleasure of working with in
past semesters too. If you're really
curious, you can ask Chris Richert
for a back issue when you come in
to ask for movie passes.
Everything about my experience
at Columbia has been positiveeven the nice people in the
Financial Aid office. And now as I
prepare to leave it, ! look for.vard to
no Iunger pursuing jobs where my
daily business begins with me saying, "Hi. I' m Derek, and I' ll be
your server tonight."
I don't expect to jump directly
into my dream job, but I don 't
worry about it, either. I' ll just keep
working, keep writing. keep looking. But for now, I just want to
savor graduation, believing that me,
you, all of us-we're all going to be
"oh-OK-ay."

Letters t o th e editor must •nclude full name. year. majOI'
and phone number All letters arE ed•ted fm g ram mar and
may be cut due to a llm•ted space

Letters can be tax~d to (312) 344-tl430,
e-malled to Chronlcle@colum.edu or mailed to
The Columbia Chronic~. 33 E. Congress Parkway

Suite 224, Chicago, IL. 60605-1996.

Press releases
Chronicte@colum.edu

A dyertlsements
Cr1chert@colum.edu

Annua l salary of Sonny
Bono's widow, Rep.
Mary Bono (R-CA),
who on May 3 told the
House Energy and
Commerce
Subeommittee on
Commerce, Trade and
Consumer protection
that it would not be
enough to pay for her
18-year-o ld son
Chesare to attend college at the University
of Southern Cali fornia
this fa ll. Bono a lso
menti oned that she
recently purchased new
cars for herself and her
son, both of which
need satellite rad io and
Bluetooth capabilities.
She voted for a congressional pay rai se
last year.

3,738
Number of mothers
who gathered in
Manila, Phillipines, on
May 4 to break the
world breastfeedi ng
recorl

$134,121
Amount a full-time
stay-at-home mothe r
would earn a year if s he
were paid for all her
work, according to a
study released by the
compensation experts
Salary.com on May 3 .

Choice Cu ts

''

"The ma n had gone in
the bathroom a nd sa t
d own. He was ba nging
on the wa ll when the
employee came in."

Salisbury, Md .. Police
Department Lt. Cheryl
Rantz commenting on a
20-vear-old man who
vvas found by a \Va lMart employee in the
bathroom on April 30
after he sat down and
was g lued to the toikt
seat. The man was treated and released.
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Learning to embrace the 'real world'
By Michelle C. Finkler
Copy Editor
Whenever anyone asks me ,
" Aren't you so excited to graduate?" I us ually s mile and try to
humor them. All the while, I can 't
help but feel like I've been hand~d
a death sentence. I know this may
sound a bit d ramatic, but while
most of my senior counterparts are
basking in the idea o f no more
homework or tuition payments, I
can't h~lp but dwell on the fact
that I'm about to embark into the
''real world," and I'm not sure
w hat I'm going to do o nce I
ge t there.
I know I'm not alone in this
bout of uncertainty, but it oftentimes fee ls like it as I witness
other seniors reminiscing about
their years at Columbia.
It's hard for me to focus on how
far I' ve come in m y academic
endeavor s when my future

endeavors are about as clear as the
Chicago River. With this degree,
I' ve been told that I will have the
world at my fingertips, but I just
can't seem to get a grip on it.
Maybe I' m j ust bitter about
missing out on all of this collegiate nostalgia since I'm a transfer
s tudent, and most of my fondest
memories are fro m Northern
Illinois University-the school I
attended my freshman and sophomore years. Although the sprawling architectural landscape of
Chicago was a pleasant change
from the com fields o f DeKalb, I
still find myself yearning for that
academic comm une equipped
with a student center, carefully
manicured swards dotted with
trees and, yes, even frat boys.
Or maybe it's just the fact that I
like going to school because it's
fun and a hell of a lot easier than
anything I'll experience in the real
world.

Time of my life
By Alan J. Baker
City Beat Editor
I flew mto Chicago for a few
hours in the spring o f 2004 after
my professor a t th e Ne w
England Institute of A rt, a private two-year communications
schoo l in B oston , wanted me to
check out Columbia.
She had spent time in Chicago
years before and said the s tudent-oriented school had ambitious goals and better opportun ities for me.
Sure, it was awkward to have a
current professor encourage me
to leave the institution where s he
worked, but I gave it a sho t anyway.
Despite the rain and c hilly
temperatures, there was something about Columbia I liked as I
trudged throug h the South Loop
campus, soaking wet. 1 just didn't know what it was at the time.
The following two years were
remarkable, despite what other
people have said abo ut thi s
school. I have never before been
integrated within a large, diverse
group of s tuaents, professors and
community at large like I have
been here at Columbia.
Looking back I realize how
lucky we are to attend a school in
downtown Chicago. Unlike earlier classes at NEIA, many o f my
classes integrated the cumculum
with issues in the community.
Bonnie Booth 's Cov~ rin g the
Courts class spent much of the
semester reporting on a trial at
the Dirksen Federal Building .
Jeff Lyon sent us to the streets
for quotes o n what community
mc:mbers tho ught on r~ rtain
issues.
Thi s past winter break sent me
and II o ther s tudents to the
nation 's capital as part o f Rose
Eco n o m o u 's
Cove r ing
Wa~hington , D.C ., c lass. And I
wu fortunate eno ugh to travel to
Waveland , M iss., in March to
• pend m y sprin g break w1th
Columbia student- leader• fo r

Whatever it is, I just have this
sudden urge to trade in the miniscule intricacies of my normal,
suburban life for something outside of my box as well as time
zone. A romp through some far-off
land or yearlong sabbatical in a
mountain shack sounds like the
perfect remedy to my real-world
blues.
But as alluring as the thought of
becoming a real-life Sal Paradise
or Dean Moriarty is, it's not practical. I can' t be putzing around the
American West like Jack Kerouac
in search of someone 's dad when I
have bills to pay and need health
insurance. Besides, I just spent
thousands o f dollars o n this
degree, and I would feel a little
cheated if I didn't put it to good
use.
So instead of fighting this world
I've feared , I should just embrace
the power s uit that has been taunting me from the back of my clos-

et. It's time to trade in my sneakers and ratty, old, backpack for a
pair of pumps and a briefcase.
Who knows, maybe I' ll like what
the real world has to offer. Maybe
I'll like being a nine-to-fiver-or

Milwaukee's got nothing on Chicago

Hurric ane Katrina recovery
efforts.
But The Ch ronicle has been
the best part of Columbia for me.
The s~ dis and techniques learned
and genuine friends hips with
each s taff member have prepared
me well for the future and made
me a better person.
None o f this would have been
possible if it weren' t fo r my

After four years, three colleges
and a seemingly endless parade of
stories, projects and papers, my
"Graduation Countdown Calendar"
(which is actually the Onion calendar on Alicia Dorr's desk) is down
to single digits. Yes, I'm scared to
death of what's ahead. Yes, I have

Milwaukee. It's a fme school, and I
have nothing negative to say about
it, but when a guy grows up in
Chicago and then tries to fmd the
same action in Milwaukee, he
eventually fmds his way back to
Chicago. My apologies to anyone
from Milwaukee-! have sympathy for you.
Then I landed at Columbia. I didn't know all that much about it,

p eers at thi s institution.
Col umbia was a wake up ca ll
that if you want to succeed , not
only in school but your career,
you have to take the initiative to
do sc
You have to ge t o ut there , do
your part and d o w hatever it
takes to better yourself.
And for tha t you need the support and respect o f your fri ends,
peers , fa mily and co-workers. To
a ll of mine, I thank you .
I've honestly had the time o f
my life here , and I hope that curries o n to many o ther students
well after I leave.

concerns about whether I'll be in a
comfortable job at a daily newspaper or back behind the counter at 7Eieven in the coming months. But I
had a blast in college, I'm graduating soon, and it's about damn time.
I've only technically been at
Columbia for three semesters. The
first semester o f my freshman year
was spent at the University of
Illino is ut Chicago, where my
experiment in getting rich through
a degree in phannacy failed miserably.
I spent the next two and a half
ycurs majoring in journalism at
Marq u e tt e U ni vers it y i n

except that it was located in just the
right spot in Chicago, and its journalism curriculum looked pretty
good . At an o pen h ou se I met
Curtis Lawrence, an instructor in
the Journalism Department. I'm
sure he doesn't remember it, but
long before he was lying on the
floor of the Cook County Board
chambers giving hushed instructions to those o f us in his Covering
Urban Affairs class, he was doing a
nice job of convincing me that
Columbia 's journalism program
was a good lit for me. Thanks.
Curtis. Mnrquctte wasn't cheap and
you saved me a bunch of money. I

By Sam Ubreni
Associate Editor

Mauricio Rublo/The Chronicle
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maybe not. Either way, I've come
to understand what the Beatles
meant when they sang, " Out of
college, money spent I See no
future, pay no rent I All the
money's gone I Nowhere to go."

er for weekly updates.

owe you a Coke.
It took just one semester for me
to get tangled up in the web known
as The Chronicle. I had reservations, especially after hearing the
horror stories about not being able
to leave until I a.m . on Fridays.
And what the hell was kerning and
ledding? But when Mick Dumke
suggests you do something, you do
it, whether it 's doing shots o f
Jameson on his (approximately)
23rd birthday or applying to The
Chronicle. Just kidding about the
Jameson th i n g - that wasn ' t
Dumke's suggestion; it was mine.
Joining The Chronicle ended up
being the best decision of my college career. I made some great
friends, drank a pretty heroic
amount of beer and helped to put.
out an awesome newspaper every
week. And there may have been a
30-hour road trip to Las Vegas
thrown in there, too.
A lot can be said a bo ut
Columbia, from mildly positive to
horribly negative. But in my short
time here, I had a lot of fun and
learned a thing or two_ about the
news writing business. I have some
good friends here, and while some
are leaving, others are s ticking
around, so it wouldn't be vety kind
to scare them with a spewing of
venom about where all the money
is going at this school, would it?
Speaking of which, my good
friend Glennon Curran-an audio
a rt s and acoustics maj o r at
Columbia-would be disappointed
in me if I didn' t mention the fact
that we became good friends (or
"bros," as we kids are calling it
these days) during my time at the
school, and even more disappointed if his name didn't get in the
damn paper at least once. So there
you go, man. See you tomorrow, or
something.
So. school's out forever (tor
some of us). I know I'm excited,
and looking back on it, my time at
Columbia was probably my best in
college. And if you don't believe
me. then you go livt' in Milwaukee
tor two years.
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Rallying:

Mounted:

Immigrant fights
to stay in America

Horses make police
more visible
Continued from Back Page
and learn everything from 'the stall
cleaning chores to ridership skills.
After completion of the program a
decision is made as to which officers will be transferred.
"We try to be as selective as possible," Shaffer said. ··"I want to
make sure that the guy that comes
in here has the desire to really ride
a police horse."
The last training program was
five years ago.
Officer Joe Cistaro spent six
years
patrolling
Chicago's
Englewood neighborhood before
joining the mounted unit nine years
ago. And for the past four years he's
been training other officers on the
basics of horsemanship and the
cues that horses respond to.
" I love be'ing with the horses and
that we work off such a small,
close-knit unit," Cistaro said.
"People also come up to you and
want to talk, so it's very friendly
and that's nice to have."
The department gets horses from
donors or a dealer who the unit has
been working with for years and
really understands its needs,
Shaffer said. The unit only raises
dark-colored, neutered males
because the department wants a
sense of uniformity. Some of the
horses have been with the fleet for
almost 20 years.
Dian Cecil owns Police Mounts
of Camelot with her husband where
the two trai.., horses in Kentucky
exclusive-ly for pohce departments.

/I

Board of Immigration Appeals
denied his appeal not to be deported. Currently, the bill is pending
while Parlak's attorney prepares to
present his case to the 6th Circuit
Court of Appeals. Dzuris said that
Continued from Back Page as long as the bill is pending, Parlak
cannot be deported.
immigration official; he then
"The bill is good through this
received asylum in 1992. The session of Congress until FebruarY
department determined that Parlak of2007," Dzuris said. "It's just sithad a credible fear of persecution if ting there and it's accomplishing its
he returned to Turkey, according to goal of keeping him in the country."
the Free Ibrahim website.
While the bill sits in Congress,
However, the United States Parlak's attorney, Jay Marhoefer of
deemed the PKK
Chicago's
a terrorist group in
&
"We could be looking at Latham
1997; subsequentclose to a year before the Watkins LLP, is
ly, the Department
working on the
6th Circuit actually decides stay
of
Homeland
of deportacase."
his
Security reviewed
tion. He said
Parlak's
case
-Jay Marhoefer, attorney
with the various
again and stated
for Ibrahim Parlak
court
filings
that he had misand oral argurepresented himment~. it could
self on his application. He was be a while before the court renders
arrested in 2004 and held for 10 a verdict.
months in detention. Parlak was
''We could be looking at close to
released in 2005, and his attorney, a year before the 6th Circuit actualhis friends and politicians have ly decides his case," . Marhoefer
been helping· him stay in the coun- said.
. try.
And although the Circuit Courts
Martin Dzuris, a friend and of Appeals tend to be conservative,
spokesman for Parlak, said Sen. the Chicago-based 7th Circuit
Carl Levin (D-Mich.) and Rep. Court has made several rulings for
Fred Upton (R-Mich.) introduced a people who had previously lost
bill on Parlak's behalf in both the their asylum and residency cases.
U.S. House of Representatives and Marhoefer said that the 7th Circuit,
the U.S. Senate. Although initially like other courts, is starting to take
it asked for citizenship, the politi- a closer look at the deportation
cians decided to take a simpler cases.
path.
"I think these [Circuit Courts of
" It's easier to get a bill for a green Appeals] similarly, although not
card [than citizenship]," Dzuris quite as strident as the 7th Circuit,
have some concerns about how
said.
Dzuris noted the, irony that these cases are being handled by
Parlak originally received residen- [the Department of Homeland
and
the
Justice
cy after obtaining asylum in 1992. Security]
Parlak lost his green card after the Department," Marhoefer said.

Erln Mash/Chronicle

One of 30 police horses sticks its head through a stall at the
Chicago Police Department's stable at 7059 S. South Shore Dr.
The r1o~nted unit started in 1974 following an increase of
crimes in Grant Park.
While Cecil has not worked directly with the Chicago Police
Department, she said training is
constantly ongoing.
"Training actually takes a lifetime with a horse," Cecil said. "But
by 4 or 5 years old the horse can be
pretty comfortable with the world
around him."
She said her horses are trained
differently than traditional horses
because they have to adapt to sudden noises and hectic conditions.
Cecil has raised about I 00 horses
at her stable throughout the past
year and has sold others to departments across the United States, primarily east of the Mississippi River.
There are no f1Il11 numbers as to
how many mounted units are in the

STORAG!E TODAY?

United States, but Mike Tilton, an
officer in Ohio's Butler Count
Sheriff's Mounted Patrol, said there
could be between 2,000 and 3,000
units.
Those units range from one horse
to New York City's soon-to-be 160,
said Tilton, who also created the
website
informative
Mountedpolice.com.
Shaffer said Chicago has a reasonable size unit and that he's lucky
to be part of it because he's always
been a horse lover.
"When I first came on the police
department, there were no horses,"
Shaffer said. "So this isn't the place
I thought I would be, but it's something I've always been interested
in."
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Classified Advertising
Deadlines
Your advertisement must be received
by 5p.m. on the Thursday prior to the
publishing date.
Online
www.columbiachronicleclassifieds.com

South Loop
407-419 E. 25th St.
Chicago, IL 60616

312-225-0116
Bucktown
2647 N. Western Ave.
Chicago, IL 60647
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Tri-Taylor Apt For Rent. 2421 W.
Arthington. 3bd 1b. High Ceilings.
Near UIC and Blue Line. Vintage
Charm. 1250+util. +$ for Garage.
New On Market! Call Matt @
859.816.1221
Chicago Job Fairs at chicagojobresource.com
Earn $800-$3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed on
them. www.adcardrive.com
SUMMER WORK! $15.00 BaseAppt. All majors welcome, no experience necessary, cust. sales/service,
all ages 17+, conditions apply. Apply
now, Start after finals! for locations,
visit our website: www.workforstudents.com
Summer Work. $8-15/hr. House
Painting. Get a tan and make money.
All chicago suburbs available.
Transportation required. Call 888CWP-ILL 1.
House Painters Wanted. $8-15/hr.
40hrs/wk all summer. Cool Boss.
Transportation Required. No experience necessary. Call 888-297-4551 .
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Chicago debates Commandment displays
Ga·oups weigh in on
Supreme Court, Ten
Commandments
Sy lnggrid Yonata
Contributing Writer

In the past, the U.S. Sllpreme
Court has had to decide whether
it is constitutional to display the
Ten Commandments en public
property. Now, with two new
conservative justices on board,
Chicago-a'rea college students,
lawyers and religious leaders
have mixed views as to how the
high court might rule on the issue
in the future.
The Supreme Court's decisions
have varied from case to case,
but w;.th Pr esident ·George W.
Bush's appointmem of J ohn
Roberts Jr. and Samuel Alito Jr.,
two justices with histories o f
being more conservative, some
people are concerned that the
court might be lenient on the
issue of the separation o f church
and slate.
"J think the coun has ti lted
o.langemusly to the right," said
Rev. Susa'\ f histlethwaite, president of the Chicago Thee logical
Seminary at the University of
Chicago.
Prior to Bush's appointments,
the political Ideologies of the
Supre!!le Court's nine justices
were reldtively balanced- four
conservatives, four liberals and
one j ustice, the now-retired
Sandra Day O'Conn:Jr, acting as
the swing vote. When former
chief. justice William Rehnquist
died last year, Bush appointed
Roberts to that top position. And

when O'Connor announced her in Kentucky (McCreary County
retirement shortly after, the pres- v. ACLU). In the Texa~ case, jusident chose Alito as her succes- tices said a Ten Commandments
sor, causing concern among lib- monument on state Capitol
erals that the court had become grounds in Austin could remain
too conservative.
because it had been on display
These appointments have also for 40 years, and no one had conled Clue ago religious leaders and tested its constitutionality.
U.S. Constitution experts to
However, in the Kentucky
believe that the Supreme Court case, the high court ordered diswill be more tolerant in future plays at two county courthouses
rulings of public displays of the to be taken down because they
Ten Commandments.
were promoting religion.
Rev. Larry Greenfield of the
In another recent case of the
American Baptist Churches of constituti onality of display ing
Metropolitan Chicago is one of the
Ten
Commandments,
those people concerned about the Georgia legislators said that they
S upr e me
were in the process
Court's collec- "I'm beginning to be wor- of making the disried whether the general play of the comtive ideology.
"The separa- tilt of the United States is mandments part of
tion o f church towards theocracy--actu- an his torical disand state is
ally establishing
play.
very important Christianity as the official
John Mauck, a
for our democChicago attorney
religion."
racy, and if the
prac ticing
U.S.
court weakens
Constitutional law,
-Rev. Susan
on this ... it is Thistlethwaite, president of explained that the
a serious s lipthe Chicago Theological
constitutionality of
page," he said. Seminary at the University of the Georgia legisChicago
His view is
lation would rest
shared
by
on the context and
Harold Washington College stu- intent of the display-whether it
dent J eremie Crump , who has valid educational and historibelieves that the president is try- cal values.
ing to fill the court w ith justices
''If the intent of the legislation
who share his mindset.
is to defy the Supreme Court
";-.low that Bush had assigned decis ion, then it's not going to
people that are ' more like him,' stand e ither w ith the libe ral
they can pretty much get their Supreme Court or the conservaway with more stuff," he said.
tive Supreme Court," he said.
Before Roberts and A lito were
While some Chicagoans are
on board, the court issued opin- apprehe ns ive about how the
ions in two cases regarding pub- Supreme Court could rule with
lic disp lays of the Ten Roberts and Alito as justices,
Commandmeills-one in Texas others have a more positive out(Van Orden v. Perry) and another look .

Alan J. BakerfThe Chronicle
The U.S. Supreme Court, in Washington, D.C., which was having its entrance facade worked on in January 2006, recently
heard cases regarding the display of the 10 Commandments
on public property.
Focus on the Family, a
Christian organization that promotes traditional family values,
issued a press release applauding
the confirmation of Justice AI ito.
" It is clear, from his record as
an appellate court judge and his
tes timony before the Senate
Judiciary Committee, that Justice
Alito understands that his
responsibility will be to interpret
Jaw, not create it," the release
read. " He will be a welcome
addition to a Supreme Court
whose justices often fai l to recognize the limits of judicial
power and authority."

Joseph M orris,
a
U.S.
Constitutional law expert, said
he believes the justices' ideologies are irrelevant when it comes
to making rulings. It does not
matter, Morris said, whether the
court has more conservative justices like Roberts and Alito
because each case's constitutionality depends on whether the
court finds an intention to promote religion.
"In the absence of this intention, the court might hold the display as constitutional," he said.

See Court, Page 21
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Breaking the silence on genocide

Secular, religious
views mixed on
public displays
Continued from page 2(1
"The government is to be neutral
toward religion. It is not to favor
it: it is not to oppose it; it is not to
embrace it ; it is not to be hostile
to it. It is to be accommodated to
the ti.1llest extent that it can be
accommodated without crossing
the line into establishment- that
is. favoring one over the other."
Still, various reli gious leaders
and polit ical experts rema ined
ccncerned with government
infringement on privacy.
''I'm beginning to be worried
whether the general tilt of the
United States is toward theocracy-actually
es tablishing
Christianity as the official religion," Thistlethwaite, who is a
devout Christian, said.
American Ci·1il Liberties
Union spokesman Edwin Yohnka
explained that the ACLU had no
objectiOns on the free exerc ise of
reiigion by indiv iduals in their
private lives but is against using
power of authority to allow governmental or public buildings to
advance one's religion.
"TI>e notion that government
wou ld s tart involving itself in
choosing wl>ich religion is
favored and which isn't is one
that ought to give us all pause for
concern," Yohnka said. " I think
people ought to b~ watching what
the court does and what it says on
this thing, and really sort o f monito ring it because it is really critically important."

........

Rachael Strecher!The Chronicle

The Chicago Coalition to Save Darfur, an organization comprised of religious and ethnic groups to help stop the genocide in
Darfur, rallies on Federal Plaza at Adams and Dearborn Streets on May 1. More than 180,000 people have died , and more
than 2 million have been displaced since the conflict started three years ago in the Darfur region of Sudan. The Save Darfur
Coalition hosted 18 similar rallies throughout the United States on April 30.
H owever, o rganizations like
Focus on the Fam ily believe the
Supreme Court should not give
preference to secular views.
"It is no more neutral to favo r
the secular over the religious
than to favor the religious over
the secular," according to a s tatement from Focus on the Family.
Th~ o rganization called on

judges and lawyers " to return the
interpretation o f Es tablishment
C lause to its rightful and original
p lace as a protector of equality
for all religions in public square
and not as a weapon to shield
public life from religion,"
according to the press release.
Ultimately, the Court's rulings o n public displays of the Ten

Commandments will depend on
chief justice Roberts and how he
handles the case, as well as his
reaction to the o ther justices'
viewpoi nts, said Alysia Franklin ,
who is a first-year DePaul law
student.
Though there could always be
a surpri se, Thistlethwaite said
that she is relati vely sure of the

d irection the Supreme Court will
lean.
"People can surprise you; they
can surprise you very negati ve ly.
and they can surprise you very
positively," Thistlethwaite said.
"But I think on balance, it is my
guess that the court is going to
tilt toward much more conservative positions."

UNDERGRADS ...
LIVE WITH A FRIEND, OR TWO, OR THREE ...
FOR JUST $599 PER MONTH PER ROOMMATE*
REGENTS PARK, the most popular choice fo r off-campus
UNDERGRAD housing, is offering special pricing on our 2, 3 and
4 be droom a partments to undergrads for the '06 academic year.
For just $599 per month per roommate•, you 'll each get:
• A spacious, modern apartment home
• 10 minutes to campus, w/ bus at your doorstep
• Controlled key fob entry
• Wireless internet access in all common areas

• On-s1te grocery & The Terrace Gnll w/ 99 cent
delivery to your door
• 24-hr maintenance, Doorman & Quality Assurance staff

• Don't have a Roommate?
Sign up for our Roommate Reg1strv'

Call 773-288-5050
www.RegentsParkChicago.com
*New applicants o nly. $599 each!
Apply in the spring and you'll each receive a 50% discount on a membership to The Regents Club. our 24-hour health & fitness center.
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Schools' policies
clash with tnilitary
'Don't ask, don't tell'
policy discriminates
under college policies
By Jenn Zimmerman
Staff Writer
The U.S. Supreme Court recently
upheld
the
Solomon
Amendment, wh ich bars federal
funding to schools that ban military
recruiters fro:n its campuses.
Despite the March 6 ruling,
some groups within the law programs at Chicago-Kent College of
Law, Notthwestern University and
DePaul University say that this ruling goes against the schools' antidiscriminatory policies by allowing
the military to discriminate on
campus against homosexuality
with it's "don't ask, don't tell" policy.
"The military discriminates on
the basis of sexual orientation,"
Bill Chamberlin said from
Northwestern's career strategy
office. "This goes against
Northwestern's discriminatory policy."
According to Chamberlin, all
employers who come on campus as
recruiten;-whether it's for a particular law firm or for the military- must offer equal opportunity
employment. Because the military
does not allow homosexuals to
ser.·e, it is not an equal opportunity
employer and · is breaking
Northwestern'~ non-discriminatory

policy.
DePaul and Chicago-Kent also
believe that because the military
discriminates on the basis of sexual
orientation it is breaking school
policies.
"This is an anti-discrimination
issue," said N. Morrison Torrey, a
law professor at DePaul. "This is
not a military issue."
To persuade the Supreme Court
that the amendment is unconstitutional, DePaul and Chicago-Kent
are joining the Forum for
Academic and Institutional Rights.
With schools having no choice
but to ~~~ow recruiters on campus,
students like Rachel Weber at
Northwestern, are stuck having to
fmd ways to deal with the decision.
Weber
is
president
of
Northwestern's gay and lesbian
rights group, OutLaws. She is hoping the whole community, gay and
straight, will now become more
involved not just because of the
military's policy is violating
Northwesterns', but because it is
being enforced by federal law.
"This is a discussion for the
whole community," Weber said.
"You need to streamline your
objectives and priorities."
Webber hopes to hold a public
forum on the topic. She believes by
coming together as a community
and brainstorming different ideas, a
solution on how to deal with the
military's policy can be reached.
One solution could be for the
school to sacrifice its federal fund-

KRT

High School student Jeff Szymkosk (right), 17, talks about signing up for ROTC in the near future;
Sgt. James Pearson stands in back. The military's "don't ask, don't tell" recruiting policy regarding
homosexuality is drawing opposition at many Chicago colleges because it violates anti-discrimination policies.
ing in order to respect the gay stuFor now, all Northwestern, time they come," said Jean Kraft,
dent population. Weber agrees that DePaul and Chicago-Kent can an assistant dean at Chicago-Kent.
this is something Northwestern offer as an option for their students And for Weber, the protests have
could do as long as the funds that is to protest on days when the already begun.
are lost are still being received by a recruiters will be on campus, which
When military recruiters came to
is something each school has been Northwestern's campus in April,
different source.
"By accommodating through partaking in since the amendment OutLaws set up a table with a petialternative funding it could be a was upheld.
tion to sign against the "don't ask,
Elizabeth Ellis, DePaul's assis- don ' t
way to lose federal funds," Weber
policy."
tell
said.
tant dean in the career office, said For now though, Webber continues
However, Weber worries that her office sends out mass e-mails to to hope that through her efforts and
each source would have it's own students letting them know when OutLaws' protests more people
set of guidelines and policies that recruiters will be at the school in will join in on the fight against the
the university must follow in order case they want to arrange a protest. military policies and eventually
"We as a school do a protest each more solutions will be reached.
to receive the grant money.
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Learning curve
Man's crusade helps
shed light on rare
neurological disorder

lems. according to the National
Institute
of
Neurological
Disorders and Stroke. which
aims to reduce the burden from
neurological diseases .
By Kelly Bryan
Frird, 24 , who has li ved in
Staff Writer
var ious places in th e Uni ted
When he moved mto his new States and the United Kin gdom,
L,incoln Park ap?.rtment, Watren came, ,, Chicago on a cru sade to
Fried bought a table tv h ~lp fill increase awareness of his disorout the empty space in his living der. In January of 2006 , Fried
room . He a lso pu rchased a cor- forme d a nonprofit g roup call ed
ner table, but it did n 'I see m to Dysprax ia USA, which provides
tit anywhere in th e room. But support and social gath eri ngs
dyspraxics
in
the
the real problem was th at Fried for
had. no idea what a corner was to C hicagoland area.
begin with .
Based on a mode l set by the
euroFried suffers from a rare neu- Developmenta l Adult
rological disorder called dys- Dive rs ity Association in the
praxia, which, among other UK, Fried hopes Dyspraxia
things, prohibits him from see- USA will provide in fo rmation
ing 3-D space. He has never and s upport to American dysprax ics. The di sease is not lis ted
seen a corner.
In addition to lack ing 3- D in the Diagnos tic and Statistics
v ision, Fried ha' no concept of Manual of the Amer ican
distances, weig hts, ri ght and Psychiatr ic Association , wh ich
left, or any other spatial re la- means insurance compani es do
t ions hi p. He is also more sens i- not recog nize it, and th ere is no
t ive to brig ht lig hts, brig ht col - o fficial the rapy avai lable to
ors and loud noises than an treat it.
I ndividu a l
average person "A
.
. d b
5 a soctefy we 111 ge ~ therapi es
Th is leads to d ifare
ficultie s
per- looking at people, looking needed to treat
forming tasks a for some visual def ect or a ll the aspects
ty pica l pe rson
of
dys praxia
. ,
wouldn't think
abnorma1tty.
and can become
twice about- he
costl y and time
lacks the fm e. - S haron Hartwick, moth er of a consuming.
motor ~ki lls to
son who has dysp raxia
In addition to
hunon a jacket,
a lack of availean'! dnve a car and has no ab le treatm ent, many dysprax ics
short-term memory.
s imply lack informati o n and
Accordin g
to
the knowledge about the di sease.
Develo p mental Adu lt Neuro- Fried has rece ived dozens of eDi versity Assoc iation, a support mails from around the world
group for people with the disor- from dyspraxi cs and their fa m ider, dyspraxia , formerly known ly members inquir ing about the
as Clum sy Child Sy ndrome or d isease and hi s organ ization.
Minima l Brai n Da mage , fa lls
Sharo n .Hart wick of Warren,
into the same category o f d isor- M ich ., w hose 6-year-old son has
ders as Aspe reer 's syndrome dyspra~. 1a, fo und Fried 's g roup
online an d said s he has hi gh
and autism.
Dysprax ia o ften manifests hopes for Dysprax ia USA.
itself alongs ide an ention deficit Hartw ick said in an e-mai l that
disorder and dyslexia. The con- one of the biggest challenges in
d ition is characterized by a lack ra ising a chi ld wit h dys praxia is
of coord ination , s peech and that it is a " h idden condi tion ."
w riting impa irmen ts, perception
" As a society we judge by
problems, poor social skills and looking at people , looking for
emotional and behaviora l prob- som e visua l defect or abnormal-

Kelly Bryan/The Chronicle

Wa rren Fried, founder of Dyspraxia USA, a nonprofit support group for people with a neurological
condition known· as dyspraxia, looks across the Chicago River at the building that houses the
group's offices. Fried, who has the disorder, hopes to unite local dyspraxics through social networks and by providing information for sufferers and their families.
ity," she wrote.
She sa id th at because her son
looks like an average little boy,
other people assume there is
nothing wrong with him and
that his difficulties are the result
of misbehavior rather than a d isabi lity.
Like many peopl e with dysprax ia, Fried a lso s uffers from a
variety of other disorders,
inc ludi ng attention deficit di sorder and anothe r neuro logical
di sorder ca lled As perger's syndrome.
Fried 's an ention defici t d isorde r causes hi s m ind to work
faster th an h is body. He said that
becau se of the disorder, he has
difficulty
organizing
h is
thoughts in a log ical pattern.
Fried said that writing an essay
is impossib le since hi s thoughts
move too qu ick ly for h is hand to
get them on the paper. But he
also said the quick thoug hts
make him want to work harder
at Dysprax ia USA .

Though dyspraxics are highly
functioning, many often have
emotional disorders and other
neuro logical conditions because
they find it difficult to fit in with
a typical socia l dynamic. Low
self-esteem, depression, behavioral disorders and eating disorders are often associated with
dyspraxia.
Judith Trytten , a clini ca l psychologist w ho spec ia lizes in
Asperger 's
syndro me
and
autis m, sa id that living with
dys praxia can be like plac ing
yourself in a fore ign country
and never ada pti ng.
Trytten said ra ising awareness
is the first step to diagnosing
dysprax ia and he lp ing peop le
dea l with these roadblocks. She
said in the case of Asperge r's
syndrome, although her patients
have a hard time fun ctioning in
soc ial situations, they are often
quite talented in other areas and
th ei r condition he lps them to see
detai ls that a typ ical person

might miss.
" What many people consider
neuro logica l deficits are actually benefi ts because other people
don 't have them ," Trytten said.
" It 's a group of peop le who have
a very different sk ill set that
others often don't recognize."
Fried hopes that Dyspraxia
USA will bring people with the
disease toge ther to help them
bui ld the confidence needed to
function in everyday life.
Roy Molle r, a dyspraxic from
Glasgow, Scotland, said in an ema il that he is encouraged by
groups li ke Dysprax ia USA and
sees hope.
" Findin g out you' re not a
freak and that all the issues
you've had a ll yo ur life are
linked by a common cause is
very liberating," Mo ller wrote.
For more information on
Dyspr axia USA. please vvisit
www.dyspraxiausa.com or call
(3 12) 207-0000.

Workin g for a ha ircut

Ha nds o n

On April 28, a 15-year-old boy was push ing a
19-year-old woman· in a wheelchair at Jones
College Prep, 606 S. State St. While the boy was
pushing the w heelchair, the woman felt h im going
through her purse in the back of her chair. The
woman realized that $20 was missing and notified
caretakers. After the boy was questioned and
searched, he adm itted that he took the money for
a hai rcut. The boy was taken into custody.

Whi le a 22-year-old woman stood in the hallway o f East- West Uni versity, 816 S. Michigan
Ave., on April 25 a 32-year-old man grabbed her
breast. When the victim said, '·You just grabbed
my tittie," the man replied, " What do you mean,
like this?" and fond led it a second time. The victim called the police and the man was arrested and
g iven a court date.

Rou gh ending
Ca rj acking
A n unknown man, between the ages of 20 and
25 exitec! a silver vehicle at 460 S. Dearborn St.
on' April 25 and approached a 28-year-o ld man.
The unknown man brandis hed a dark-co lored gun
and demanded the victim's vehicle. The offender,
dressed in a black sweatshirt and black pants, then
fl ed westbound on Congress Parkway.

Po lice responded to a robbery at 1168 S.
Ply mouth Court on April 27. The victim, a 53year-old cab dri ver, sa id that a man, between the
ages of 19 to 23, hai led his cab at llalsted Street
and Jackson Bou levard and asked to be dropped
off at State and 9th streets. A t the Plymout h Court
address, the offender got out of the cab and a second unknown man sprayed the driver in the face
wit h pepper s pray. l-I e was also punched around
the face and had his credit card and $8 cab fare
stolen. The two offend~rs fled west towards C lark
Street.

Compiled by Chronicle staff through information provided by the Chicago Police Department.

CilY BEAT
Rallying rights
Asylum policy among
complicated issues of
immigration reform

Ertn Mash/The Chronicle

Chicago Police Officer Joe Cistaro rides one of the 30 mounted unit horses at the department's
stable at the old South Shore Country Club, 7059 S. South Shore Drive. The unit has grown
from 10 horses in 1974 to 30 today.

Chicago's finest on horseback
Police department
maintains fleet of 30
horses for patrol
By Alan J. Baker
City Beat Editor

At a time when the maneuverabi lity o f bicycles, Segways and
fo ur-wheelers a re making for
effi cient patrol vehicles fo r the
Chicago Police Department, one
unit sti ll relies o n one of the oldest forms of transportation.
O fli cers in the C hicago Police
mounle{l unit continue to saddle
up and hit the streets on horsebac k as the de partment grows
ow r the years. llowevcr, despite
the 'Ieeming hi ~to r ic s ignificance
<> f horse~. the pre~en t unit hasn't
been ar()und for a• long as one
might th ink .
( 'hicago police u~cd horses in
the early I'J(J(Js through the end
r, f W~>rl d War ll, at which time
they were elimi roiltc<l as a ff>rm of
tra n ~po rla llllrl
fo iJt,w in g the
rnc<-haniLa l a<lva necrnerots of
rno1ttrcyc l e«~

;111d cHrct Hut after a

r;.,pe and murder i11 ( ''""' f'ark ill

the early 1970s, the department
realized it needed more of a presence in the area, so the mounted
unit was rej uvenated in 1974,
sa id John Schaffer, head trainer
and offi cer with the unit.
" When people see an o ffi cer on
a horse they know police are
there because we have such a
presence," Schaffer said. "A nd
it's still in the ir mi nds afterwards
even if we' re not visibl e."
The unit started with I 0 horses
and that number more than doub led within three years. Oy
spring of this year onicers were
caring for 30 horses in the stahles
at the o ld South Shore Country
C luh, 7059 S. South Shore Drive,
Scha ffer said .
O ffi cers work in two shif\s
wi th the same horse every day o f'
the year. i\f1er arri vin g, o fliccrs
saddle up and put the ir horses
iroto trai lers bc li>rc heing sent out
011 ass ig11f!lc nt , which cuntes
from police heudq unrtc rs.
'Iypicnlly of'liecrs arc on the
jon eight hours a duy, with six ol
tho•c on thei r horses pntro llin ~ .
I )11ri11g wi utcr Jrlol tlh" 11 lot of
tunc

iN ~ pe nt

in the dnw ulowrt

Loop and Michigan Avenue area.
In the summer, units make their
way through parks and other
areas thro ughout the rest of the
c ity.
"Our ma in j o b is to patrol,"
Schaffer said. "The only difference from other officers is that
we're on the back of a ho rse."
The unit also makes its presence known during any event that
attracts crowds, because mounted
offi cers arc more visible from the
gro und. And if the crowds need
to be moved, offi cers can line up
thei r horses and slow ly direct
them e lsewhere.
Getting into the unit is easier
said than done considering it 's
just a Jew dozen o lliccrs o ut of'
the enti re police li>rce of' more
than 13,000 in C'hicugo.
If Schull'e r expects In he short
live or six olliccrs. then he sets
up nn extensive 14-wcck !ruining
progrnrn tl1111 s turl ~ with nn uppli cution process. O Jlicers e lse where iu the I(Jrce cuu nppl y If
they huvc nl lcusl three yeurs
ex perience. l'llkcu nrc se lected
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Karen Zwick, an asylum project
coordinator
for
Heartland
Alliance's Midwest Immigrant and
Human Rights Center, a nonprofit
organization that provides legal
services for impoverished immigrants and asylum seekers, said that
while the overall asylum numbers
Chanting slogans like "The peo- are down, the group's numbers
ple, united, will never be defeated" . have gone up.
" People are realizing the imporand "We are not terrorists," almost
400,000 people marched through tance ofhaving an attorney," Zwick
the Loop on May I. With a color- said.
Zwick said that a majority of the
ful barrage of flags from countries
like the United States, Mexico and center's clients are from western
Poland, the crowd walked from Africa, places like Togo and
Union Park at Ashland Avenue and Cameroon, but the group works
Lake Street to its final destination with clients who have come to the
United States from all over the
of Grant Park.
However, through the various world. She also said that a person
calls for reform for undocumented has about a 30 percent chance of
persons' rights and a guest worker getting approved for asylum withprogram, one particular- and com- out a lawyer; 70 percent is the averplicated-issue of immigration is age with an attorney, but the center
often overlooked: refugees and has a high success rate.
"Attorneys make a huge, huge
immigrants seeking asylum.
ln order to seek asylum, a person difference," Zwick said. "Our attorneeds to prove that he or she was neys have close to a 90 percent sucpersecuted while living in his or her cess rate."
If a person is denied asylum by
home country and fears retribution
if forced to return, according to the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, he can appeal to the
Services, a bureau of the Board of Immigration Appeals
Department of Homeland Security. based in Falls Church, Va., which is
The asylum process allows this comprised of II members who
refugee to remain in the United review the case, according to the
Department of Justice's website.
States.
The Office of Immigration
If a person loses this appeal,
Statistics, an office in the however, his or her last chance is to
Department of Homeland Security appear before a U.S. Circuit Court
that gathers information on immi- of Appeals. Or in the case of
gration and refugee trends, releases Ibrahim Parlak, a current resident
a yearly report on the number of of Michigan, introduce a bill into
people filing applications for asy- the House and Senate seeking a
lum. Since the Refugee Act, which green card.
Parlak, a Kurd who emigrated
went into effect in April 1980, the
asylum approval rate had not from Turkey, sought and received
asylum in the United States in
dropped below 70 percent.
After 200 I , however, it dropped 1991. During his asylum applicato 49 percent. And although 80 per- tion, Parlak detailed his past
cent of the applicants had their asy- involvement in a human rights
lum cases approved in 2004, the group that had ties to the Kurd.istan
number of applications actually Worker's Party, or PKK, to an
filed in 2004 was down 27 percent
See Rallying, Page 18
since 2001.

Robert Ayolo morches during the Moy Doy Immigration rights
roily on Moy 1. The crowd chontod obout unity ond sold thnt
Immigrants oro not torrorlsts.

